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Islamic Vigilantism, Blasphemy, Free Speech and the 

Internet: Charlie Hebdo’s Contribution to the Conflict 
  
 

Erich Kolig  
 
Erich Kolig is a social/cultural anthropologist and currently Honorary Fellow in Religion at Otago 

University. In addition to over 100 shorter works (book chapters and journal articles) he has published 10 

books as sole author and/or editor on Islam, New Zealand Muslims, freedom of speech, Asian identities, 

Pacific politics, Australian Aboriginal culture and society, New Zealand history and a volume of 

anthropological short stories. Currently, he is working on issues of Western pluralism to accommodate 

Muslim citizens' and residents' religio-cultural needs.   

 

Introduction 

 

On 7 January 2015 two heavily armed Muslim terrorists stormed the offices of the 

satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo in Paris and killed 10 staff members of this 

publication as an editorial meeting was in progress, and two policemen guarding the 

building. Their motive reportedly was to silence the series of cartoons, continuing over 

several years, lampooning the prophet Muhammad. During the attack the two 

perpetrators – French Muslims of Algerian descent – loudly announced that they have 

avenged the Prophet Muhammad. According to a high- ranking spokesman of AlQaida 

in Yemen, the commander-in-chief of AlQaida, al-Zawahiri, had ordered the attack in 

response to Charlie Hebdo magazine’s continuing defiance of Muslim complaints about 

the insults to the prophet Muhammad.1   

 

In the past threats had been made at various times and in 2013 the magazine’s offices 

had been fire bombed. The culprits had never been found, but it seems a foregone 

conclusion that radical Muslims were responsible. These events have highlighted a 

                                                 
1 A video message was posted on the internet showing an AlQaida spokesman, Nasser bin Ali al-Ansi, 

claiming responsibility and calling for more “lone wolf attacks” against the West: a clear announcement 

of further terrorist vigilantism. Following that a month later (on 14 February 2015) a copycat attack was 

launched in Copenhagen against a café in which a meeting was in session discussing freedom of speech, 

blasphemy and the arts. The main target presumably was the Swedish artist Lars Vilks who had drawn 

pictures of Muhammad’s head with a dog’s body. He had for years already received death threats, there 

were failed attempts on his life and he is under constant police protection. The lone gunman was a 

Danish born 22 year-old man of Palestinian descent. After attacking a synagogue he was shot and killed 

by police. 
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long-simmering conflict which first was brought to the West’s attention with the 

ructions surrounding Salman Rushdie’s novel “The Satanic Verses”, later with the 

Danish cartoons and most recently through the short film “The Innocence of Muslims”. 

Without invoking the Huntington maxim of the clash of civilisations, it can be said the 

Paris murders epitomise the clash between the West’s notion of the right to freedom of 

expression and speech and most Muslims’ concept of reprehensible blasphemy that is 

to be punished severely.2   

 

Charlie Hebdo has a long tradition – basically since its inception3 – of claiming the 

freedom of expression to insult all religions including Catholicism, Judaism and Islam, 

as well as politicians and other prominent public figures. It relies heavily not only on 

the West’s diffuse sense of the right to express oneself freely and the lawfully 

enshrined right to free speech (including in the arts, the press etc.), but more 

specifically on the French official attitude of being a secular nation that historically was 

in the forefront of freeing Europe from the shackles of church and bigoted, anti-

rationalist thinking. The magazine’s often crude cartoons persistently carried this 

symbolic message by ridiculing religion per se and especially made Islamic bigotry, 

which it perceived as directly at the root of extremism, a notorious target. The character 

of Prophet Muhammad was used as a convenient symbol to highlight Muslim bigotry, 

but this approach of using an iconic symbol of the faith as a critique of what is actually 

just a radicalised – or overly zealous – minority, it is fair to surmise, managed to offend 

an even wider circle of Muslims, even otherwise very moderate ones.  

 

The purpose of the issue printed following the deadly attack of January 2015 was to 

repudiate the attack’s intent in the strongest possible terms. It was to strike a blow for 

freedom of expression by again showing on its front cover a cartoon of the Prophet 

                                                 
2 The conflictual situation is discussed and analysed at length by the book “Freedom of Speech and 

Islam, ed. by Erich Kolig (Ashgate 2014).  
3 It started under the title of Hara-Kiri in 1960. When this publication was banned for mocking the death 

of President Charles de Gaulle it continued under the new name from 1970. 
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weeping and holding up a sign saying Je suis Charlie (I am Charlie).4 Some 5 million 

copies were printed in 16 languages and distributed world-wide, in contrast to the usual 

print-run of 60 000 of which normally only half were being sold. Even the 5 million 

copies did not satisfy the demand and another print run was foreshadowed. The slogan 

“Je suis Charlie” became a widely used symbol to demonstrate sympathy for the 

magazine and in support of free speech. It is easy to surmise that moderate Muslims 

found themselves in a double bind: supporting freedom of speech and expression, but in 

doing so having to suppress their anger about what they consider the continuing insult 

to their religion. Representing the Prophet through an image in any form, even a more 

respectful one, is considered unacceptable by devout Muslims and an utter blasphemy 

by fundamentalised ones.  

 

In the aftermath Iran’s foreign minister, who at the time was engaged in talks about 

nuclear issues in Vienna, averred that “disrespecting each others’ values and sanctities “ 

made rapprochement difficult. The Council of Senior Scholars of Al Azhar University 

issued a statement condemning the attack and asking Muslims to “resist temptation to 

react with hatred” to provocations; instead they should just ignore them. However, in 

many places in the traditional (geographic) Islamic world demonstrations, some quite 

violent, took place to protest the blasphemous character of the Charlie Hebdo cartoons, 

especially the one on the front cover of the new edition printed in response to the 

attack. Violent demonstrations were reported by the media from Mali and Niger,5 

Pakistan and Algeria, Russia,6 Afghanistan and Somalia. An arson attack was made on 

a German tabloid (the Morgenpost in Hamburg) for reprinting some Charlie Hebdo 

                                                 
4 The inspiration, presumably, was taken from the classical Hollywood film Spartacus. In a scene the 

defeated and captured slaves all proclaim to be Spartacus to protect their leader (played by Kirk 

Douglas). Je suis Charlie signs became a symbol of solidarity with the Western right of free speech.  
5 In Niger alone, according to reports, 45 churches were burnt down, 5 hotels, 1 school and several other 

businesses and buildings, 10 persons died so far in the unrest, according to DerStandard online 20/1/15. 

Other targets were French cultural centres. 
6 Protests occurred in the Muslim-majority Caucasus region, especially Tschetschenya where out of a 

population of 1.2 million 800 000 reportedly took part in a demonstration in the capital Grosny. Other 

demonstrations occurred in Ingushetia etc. The Russian media monitoring authority imposed a penalty on 

reprinting the Charlie Hebdo cartoons.  
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cartoons to pay tribute to those persons killed in Paris.7 The Turkish government also 

criticised Charlie Hebdo, together with the Western notion of free speech (which 

supposedly protects blasphemous outrages), and proceedings were started against the 

only Turkish daily newspaper that had printed the front cover of the new Charlie Hebdo 

magazine, for showing a caricature of the Prophet Muhammad.8 Blog sites, twitter and 

facebook pages as well as letters and comments sent to newspaper websites overflowed 

with comments of all kinds. The variety of comments and reactions, often quite 

contradictory, from the Muslim world, spanning a whole spectrum of viewpoints (see 

e.g. http://qz.com/323412/what-muslim-scholars-have-to-say-about-the-charlie-hebdo-

attack/), presumably would for the most part claim to be based on the correct 

understanding of Islamic doctrine. Yet, the majority of comments in the internet seem 

to be based more on contemporarily “lived Islam” and a superficial understanding of 

Quran and hadiths rather than a careful exegesis of classical sources. In particular, the 

question arises whether Islam supports or condemns individual initiative (i.e. 

vigilantism) to enforce punishment of religious insult.9  

 

The wide-ranging freedoms in the West given to speech in any form (verbal, electronic, 

symbolic, satirical, academic, etc.) and personal expression obviously bear within 

themselves the acute potential of clashing with shariatic notions of religious insult. The 

concept of religious insult is an important aspect of Islamic sensitivity and it would 

appear that in recent years it has disproportionally gained in prominence, for various 

reasons. Especially the historic character of the Prophet Muhammad, a central icon of 

                                                 
7 To my knowledge no New Zealand paper printed the front page of the magazine or any of its cartoons. 
8 It was symbolically incongruous to see in press photographs Turkish Prime Minister Davutoglu 

marching in the front row of the “Unity March” in Paris on 11 January 2015 to demonstrate unity in 

support of freedom of speech. As the Daily News 7/3//15 (http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkey-

blocks-charlie-hebdos-website-48-others.aspx?pageID=238&nID=79262&NewsCatID=339) reported, 

Turkey currently blocks 67 000 websites, at least some of them for containing blasphemous material.  

A few weeks after the march Palestinian president Abbas, who also took part in the Paris demonstration 

and put in a front row appearance, was reported to have initiated an investigation into a cartoon produced 

by a Palestinian cartoonist in a Palestinian newspaper. It showed what was widely understood to be 

Muhammad sowing love and was apparently in breach of the taboo to depict the prophet. 

(http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=11404633 ) 
9 Issues closely associated with the legitimacy of vigilantism, such as method and severity of punishment, 

promised rewards in the afterlife to so-called martyrs, shaheeds, and the like will not be discussed here. 

http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkey-blocks-charlie-hebdos-website-48-others.aspx?pageID=238&nID=79262&NewsCatID=339
http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/turkey-blocks-charlie-hebdos-website-48-others.aspx?pageID=238&nID=79262&NewsCatID=339
http://www.nzherald.co.nz/world/news/article.cfm?c_id=2&objectid=11404633
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the Islamic faith, has time and time again been at the core of violent conflicts between 

Muslim sensitivities and the freedoms Westerners take for granted in portraying and 

satirising religions and religiously iconic symbols.  

 

Deprecatory references to and cartoons of the Prophet have at several occasions 

provoked not only Muslim protests and violent clashes, but also so-called death fatwas 

supposedly by religious authorities. Whether labelled by Muslims blasphemy or more 

generically insult such incidents have led to numerous open and festering conflicts 

between global Muslimhood and the West, through its artistic, academic, journalistic 

and political activities. Although only a relatively tiny minority among 1.2 or 1.3 

billion Muslims is prepared to take up arms in the name of punishing blasphemy, a 

much greater number – borne out by the size and number of demonstrations – appears 

clearly to have sympathy for the belief that wherever it occurs it should be punished 

firmly. The legitimacy of shariatic jurisdiction in such cases, it is usually claimed, 

extends not only over Muslimhood, but also over the West and so-called infidels. Given 

the strength of conviction on both sides, this raises to acute levels the issue of peaceful 

coexistence of Muslims within the West and on a larger scale of Islam in a globally 

interconnected world. The media in the Islamic world predominantly condemned the 

Paris killing, but at the same time insisted that the West show greater respect for 

Muslim sensitivities. However, the West’s reaction to the Charlie Hebdo attack were 

mass demonstrations on an unprecedented scale in favour of unrestricted freedom of 

speech and expression, and the staggeringly rapid sale of the new edition of the Charlie 

Hebdo magazine produced to an enormous 5 million print run. There were other 

symbolic actions condemning the attack and demanding that Western freedoms not be 

curbed for the sake of appeasing Muslims, which shows clearly that the West is hardly 

prepared to compromise by setting limits to its licence to criticise and satirise Islam at 

will.  
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Islam’s View on Blasphemy and Free Speech 

 

There is no monolithic Islamic response in matters of blasphemy. The position of 

Islamic law sharia is complex and contradictory just as much as the scriptural 

exposition is on the issue. Quran and ahadith alternate between quietist proclamations 

(e.g. Quran 25/63 which admonishes Muslims to respond to insults with “mild words 

and gentleness”) and calls to a forceful response such as contained in the concept of 

jihad in order to strive for redress for insults and to defend Islam when it is seen to be 

under attack (see e.g. Quran 5/33). It seems, by and large, confirmation for any type of 

action can be exegetically taken from the scriptures.10 Violent activism based on the 

second type of interpretation chronically tends to step into the limelight of Western 

awareness. Only a minority could be considered to belong to this radical category 

(according to media reports 15-20% of Muslims, which however amounts to a 

staggering figure of 300 million). However, not all of those, one presumes, are ready to 

engage in “terrorism” or other violent action. 

 

Muslim vigilantism is mainly to be held responsible that in the minds of many 

Westerners Islam and terrorism have become intricately and causally connected. As 

Muslim intellectuals are trying to distance themselves from the aggressive stance of so-

called Islamism, Jihadism, Salafism and the New Dawn of Islam (especially the 

apocalyptic, “end-battle” ideology of Da’ish and other forms of Islamic theocratic 

utopianism), one important apologist approach is to distinguish rather rigidly and 

profoundly between Islam as religion and Islamically derived ideology. The argument 

                                                 
10 Scriptural contradictions – as between quietist edicts and calls to violent jihad – can be conciliated by 

one of two exegetical methods commonly used by Muslim jurist-scholars in order to resolve this 

problem. One is by contextualisation (asbab-an-nusul), the other by chronologisation (or abrogation, 

naskh). (Quran 2/106, 16/101 can be interpreted to refer to this incremental revelatory process.) Both 

methods are basically historically grounded, but place emphasis on different aspects of diachronicity. 
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is that these radical ideologies are instrumentalising Islam to legitimate their aggressive 

endeavour; in other words, hijacking religion to sanctify a ruthless political agenda.11  

 

On a conceptual basis the enterprise to separate neatly Islamism the ideology – or 

political Islam – from Islam the religion is fraught with difficulty. Purely semantically 

it would be impossible to uncouple so-called Jihadism completely from Islam, jihad 

being among the most prominent and undeniable signals of doctrinal Islam. Due to its 

importance jihad is often called the sixth pillar of Islam, although the understanding of 

the exact meaning of the concept, its ethics and practical consequence diverges widely. 

The notion of conducting a jihad against the West as a prime, religiously derived 

motivator is not only programmatically enshrined in radical Islamic organisations, 

individuals engaged in violent actions also appear to believe firmly in the religious 

nature of their agency.12 The term Islamism too is based on the interpretatively 

grounded recognition that this religion goes beyond the modern Western understanding 

of what a “religion” is and extends to agendas which in the West are now mostly within 

the warrant of the secular state and jurisdiction.  Secularisation in Western society has 

introduced a concept that is historically different from a pre-modern sense of the 

function of religion. Shorn by secularisation processes of its socially normative and 

political functions has left religion in the modern sense as a system of beliefs and ritual 

action practised in the private sphere and intruding hardly or not at all into the public, 

communal sphere. In the public sphere legal, ethical and behavioural norms are defined 

as to their legitimacy by secular criteria and agencies. This more or less strict division 

of public and private, religion and state, belief and politics etc. is a product of recent 

history. (Through globalisation processes it is gradually being extended to the non-

                                                 
11 See e.g. Bassam Tibi, The Islamist venture of the politicization of Islam to an ideology of Islamism. 

Soundings 96/4, 2013: 431-449. 
12 However, the distinction between religiously informed ideology that sustains the structures and 

organisations of radical Islam and the motivations which cause individuals to join is important. As has 

been shown several recent terrorists had no previous involvement with religion and as socially 

marginalised minority rather had embarked on a criminal career.  
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Western world and as such takes on the appearance of being a “natural” developmental 

phenomenon and following a universal evolutionary path.)  

 

The foundation history of Islam not only was clearly prior to secularising processes, but 

also through subsequent history it remained unaffected until practically the colonial 

period produced ideological and political conditions which traumatically impinged on 

this religion and continues to reverberate since (particularly strongly in the Western 

diaspora). In global historical terms secularisation (in terms of privatisation of religion 

and recognition of a religion-state separation) is a development that appears to be a 

relatively recent phenomenon, a path which not all “religions” have taken or not taken 

to the same extent and intensity as in so-called Western society. Thus a total uncoupling 

between Islam as faith and Islam as a charter of socio-political action is at odds with 

Islamism’s understanding of religion which tends to see political aspects and action as 

integral and indispensable parts of Islam. Even interpretations that are totally opposed 

to violent political engagement under the banner of Islam, may emphasise that being 

Muslim is a total way of life encompassing also that which otherwise may be 

considered mundane activity and on a collective level may encompass the organisation 

of society per se. In this sense Islamism and its millenarian character is Salafist by 

reaching back to the beginnings of Islam through its understanding of the nature of 

“religion”. Vigilantism therefore takes on a religious, ethical and spiritual tinge it rarely 

has within Western society, but which allows it to claim religious legitimacy.  

 

Thus attempts to argue that Islamic radicalism, jihadism, Islamism etc. are solely a 

product of the modern situation and not of Islamic scriptures fail to recognise the 

inspirational factor of religion.13 The notion that Islamic radicalism and its vigilantism 

are expressions of a protest movement, an anti-globalisation movement, or a 

                                                 
13 In a recent article (DerStandard online 18/2/2015) a Turkish sociologist, Kenan Güngör, also argues 

that Jihadism may have features of a youth-cultural protest but fundamentally is religious. ( 

http://derstandard.at/2000011739865/Soziologe-Kenan-Guengoer-Underdog-Salafismus-mit-Elementen-

vom-Rap  ; acc16.2.15) 

http://derstandard.at/2000011739865/Soziologe-Kenan-Guengoer-Underdog-Salafismus-mit-Elementen-vom-Rap
http://derstandard.at/2000011739865/Soziologe-Kenan-Guengoer-Underdog-Salafismus-mit-Elementen-vom-Rap
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contemporary youth-culture (though of a particularly nasty kind) overlooks the 

fundamental connection between Islamic doctrines and their historical function. Multi-

causality is a difficult concept to grasp as is the recognition of the mutually fertilising 

relationship between social realities and exegesis of sacred scriptures.14 It would be 

wrong to argue in favour of blaming Islam per se (if there is such a thing) for the rise of 

deadly radicalism, but from an historical understanding of religion both the quietist and 

the radical interpretation of scriptures share in authenticity. Where the modern situation 

and perhaps also youth troubles and social marginalisation are causally responsible is in 

having created social preconditions suitable for the radicalisation of Muslims, or rather 

for the relatively wide embracement of the poisonous, radical intellectual products of 

some Islamic exegetes.   

 

When it comes to the question of blasphemy and the doctrinally sanctioned response to 

religious insult inflicted through free speech rights, the uncoupling of Islam from 

Islamism or radicalism of any form must be particularly difficult. The motivation for 

responses, whether peaceful protest or assassination, is deeply and indissolubly 

grounded in religious doctrine and practice. It rests with a particular religious 

inclination, the understanding of relevant doctrine and of shariatic precepts to deal with 

what amounts to a spiritual crisis. Even in the narrow, secularised sense of religion, 

perception of the problem and the prescribed response are theological issues to be dealt 

with on a theologically defined level.  

 

Shariatic Punishment and Vigilantism 

 

The belief of necessary lethal punishment for blasphemous expression (by Westerners) 

may be wide-spread, but only a minority is ready to carry it out themselves. Most 

                                                 
14 The Sociology of Religion and the Sociology of Knowledge have an important contribution to make in 

this respect. 
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engage in more or less peaceful protest through mass demonstrations and in this way 

exercise the right of free speech which they would wish to deny to others.15  

 

That the heavy-handed punishment of blasphemy by putting the perpetrators to death is 

not the ideological preserve of extremism is borne out by the fact that state judicial 

systems in Saudi Arabia and Pakistan tend to punish such offences very harshly, often 

by imposing the death penalty. Other Muslim-majority countries may not have the 

death penalty for blasphemy on their books but will impose a heavy penalty in some 

other form. Typically, the state judicial system will rest on a claim of being the agency 

of sharia or at least being influenced by shariatic principles. The belief that religious 

insult is to be punished severely by executive organs of the state clearly rests on a close 

connection between state and religion, law and theology.16 When shariatic 

jurisprudence cannot be applied, or is seen to be applied insufficiently, vigilante action 

is usually called for by some Islamic authority.  

 

Cases of vigilante action meting out hadd punishment for blasphemy or related insults 

to Islam which made world headlines in recent years were (in addition to the Charlie 

Hebdo case): Malala Yusufzai being shot on the way from school by a posse of 

assassins; the Theo van Gogh murder in Amsterdam; the assassinations of a Pakistani 

                                                 
15 As I have argued elsewhere (Kolig 2012: 227-245, Kolig 2014: 1-19) free speech is doctrinally 

supported, even demanded, especially in the defence of Islam, but does not amount to a recognition of 

the principle of a supreme value in all situations and contexts. 
16 An example of – from a Western juridical viewpoint – blasphemy being punished disproportionally 

harshly has recently been delivered by Saudi Arabia. The Saudi blogger Raif Badawi was charged with 

insulting Islam in his blog and brought before an official court. (From news reports it is not clear what 

exactly his “crime” was. According to some news reports he had claimed on his Facebook blog site that 

Muslims, Jews, Christians and atheists are of the same value, in other reports that he was criticising the 

Saudi religious police, in yet others that his site had a link to an Arab Christian solidarity website. News 

reports varied greatly in giving reasons for the charges laid against him.) After lengthy trials extending 

over 2 or 3 years he was sentenced in 2014 to 1000 lashes, 10 years imprisonment and a sizeable 

monetary fine. (First tranche of the corporeal punishment of 50 lashes was executed on 9/1/15. Every 

Friday over the next weeks he was to receive 50 further lashes. At the time of writing the next tranches 

were temporarily suspended due to medical reasons. One should note that it is difficult to survive 1000 

lashes even if administered in instalments. Several Western governments have issued appeals to mitigate 

the penalty.) Next to Saudi Arabia Pakistan’s state judicial system also is heavily influenced by sharia, 

especially in relation to blasphemy. Pakistan does execute blasphemers occasionally though not always. 

Even if the sentence is finally overturned and the prisoner released such cases often seem to end in extra-

judicial executions arising from vigilante actions. The released offender has to go into hiding or flee the 

country.  
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minister and of the Punjab governor for their attempts to change the blasphemy law, 

and two persons involved in the publication of Rushdie’s novel The Satanic Verses. In 

the same category are the attempted assassinations of the Dutch politician Geert 

Wilders (mainly for the video film Fitna), the Danish cartoonist Kurt Westergaard (for 

his cartoon in Jyllands Posten of the Prophet Muhammad with a bomb in his turban), 

the Swedish artist Lars Vilks (mainly for his cartoons depicting Muhammad as dog), 

Ayan Hirsi Ali (apostate and collaborator with Theo van Gogh), the Danish historian 

and journalist Lars Hedegaard (for criticism of Islam) and many others.17 In the West 

there are several cases of lesser gravity where individual Muslims or groups punish or 

try to punish religious “transgressions”.18 Arson or arson attempts on buildings and 

offices where “offensive” material was designed, printed or published also fall into the 

category of vigilante action. But while vigilante attacks to punish blasphemy in the 

West are well known, such action in the traditional Islamic world are not well reported 

in the Western media and remain obscure.19  

 

Vigilante action is an important, though controversial aspect of Islam and from one 

perspective may be seen to be an appropriate part of sharia and/or fiqh. Comments on 

blog spots and social media websites suggest that at least some Muslims subsume this 

aspect under the important concept of fardh ayn, individual responsibility. At least part 

of Muslimhood see it as a legitimate response to intolerable provocation through insults 

offered to Islam in general and the Prophet Muhammad in particular. It is particularly 

                                                 
17 In this paper only vigilante actions to punish blasphemy are considered. 
18 For instance, in 2014 a case was reported in the Australian media, of a convert to Islam being flogged 

with an electric cable by a posse of fellow Muslims for being a recidivist drinker of alcohol. Members of 

the posse had broken into his flat in Sydney and executed (allegedly) a verdict of an illegal sharia 

“court”. In other cases university lecturers who are seen to treat Islam disrespectfully have been beaten 

up, threatened and are under police protection.   
19 Pakistan has many cases of vigilantism to punish blasphemy See 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blasphemy_law_in_Pakistan (acc. 20/2/15). In cases in which perceived 

blasphemers get acquitted by courts or released after years of imprisonment, they run the risk of being 

executed by vigilantes. 

Pakistan’s efforts in leading the charge in the UN Human Rights Council for several years to pass laws 

against religious defamation resulted eventually in a non-binding recommendation (see above). It 

demonstrates how important blasphemy is taken by Pakistani judicial circles.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blasphemy_law_in_Pakistan
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the electronic media (websites, blogs, twitter, etc.) in which in recent times – in line 

with current events and recent incidents – relevant debates occur.  

 

The scriptural base for vigilantism is complex. In a broad sense vigilantism seems to be 

based on the diffuse and undifferentiated motivation enshrined in the edict “enjoin good 

and forbid wrong”, arising out of Quran 3/110.20 The widely used slogan “Promotion of 

virtue and prevention of vice” is used providing justification for various kinds of 

official and semi-official methods of intervention and punishment.21 It is also 

corroborated by [Al Muslim] hadith 34 (on the authority of Abu Sa’eed al-Khudree): 

I heard the Messenger of Allah (saw) say, “Whosoever of you sees an evil, let him 

change it with his hand; and if he is not able to do so, then [let him change it] with his 

tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his heart — and that is the weakest of 

faith.” 

 

However, the contradictory character of the scriptures is immediately brought home by 

other verses believed to underline the exact opposite. According to a more quietist 

interpretation, the Quran does not condone vigilante justice. It is e.g. Surah Al Anam 

6/151: “and kill not anyone whom Allah has forbidden, except for a just cause” that is 

quoted for this purpose. However, this verse’s inherent ambiguity allows it to be 

interpreted both ways, as the meaning of “just cause” is open to wide interpretation.  

 

The online journal Rocket Science (issued by the Mt Albert Islamic Centre in 

Auckland) in its February 2015 edition has the following comments exhorting Muslims 

to a non-aggressive reaction to provocations:  

                                                 
20 Related verses are: 3/104, 7/157, 9/71. See also Michael Cook 2000. 
21 The Iranian parliament on this basis considered a law proposal in July 2014 to fight “corruption and 

filth”, intending to hand greater responsibility to semi-official organisations to enforce sharia 

compliance. But it was probably not intended to encourage extra-judicial killings. 

(http://www.rferl.org/content/iran-lawmakers-look-to-protect-vigilantes-of-islamic-

justice/26668192.html ) 

 

http://www.rferl.org/content/iran-lawmakers-look-to-protect-vigilantes-of-islamic-justice/26668192.html
http://www.rferl.org/content/iran-lawmakers-look-to-protect-vigilantes-of-islamic-justice/26668192.html
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The Quran says in Surah Al Ma’ida verse 32 that “whoever kills one innocent life, it’s 

as if he has killed all of mankind; and whoever saves one life, it is as if he has saved all 

of mankind”. (Rocket Science Feb. 2015 p.3) 

Furthermore this online journal also quotes from the Sunna in support of its advice to 

Muslims: 

When the Prophet (saw) visited Taif (100km southeast of Makkah), he faced stiffed 

[sic] resistance from the people, who told their children to throw stones at him. He was 

abused verbally and physically to a point that blood started dripping from his body and 

stuck to his sandals. He even lost a tooth in that mission. So how did our beloved 

Prophet (saw) react to such bad treatment? Did he resort to violence in revenge for their 

actions? No. Rather, the opposite occurred. When the Angel of Mountains appeared and 

asked if he should destroy the people of Taif, our bruised and battered Prophet (saw), 

with blood dripping from his feet and his body suffering from utmost pain, replied, 

“No”, in the hope that maybe one day the children of Taif would become Muslims. 

Subhanallah! How eloquent was his reply. And we know that the inhabitants of Taif are 

Muslim today. (Rocket Science Feb.2015, p.2) 

 

Similarly, the website Islamtoday (http://en.islamtoday.net/node/1073) (acc20/2/15) 

addressed this issue thus: 

Can those of us living in non-Muslim countries carry out the prescribed punishments of 

Islam among ourselves if there is an open confession of crime but no official Islamic 

judge to issue a verdict?  

It was answered by Sheikh Hani al-Jubayr, judge at the Jeddah Supreme Court: 

The prescribed punishments in Islamic Law are only to be issued by the judge, since 

due process and proper procedures of evidence must be observed. They must thereafter 

only be carried out by properly empowered government officials. Otherwise things will 

deteriorate into public violence that may bring about dire consequences.  

The Muslims who reside in non-Islamic countries in the absence of Islamic courts have 

http://en.islamtoday.net/node/1073
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to be content to advise one another and exhort each other to righteousness. Wrongdoers 

may be repremanded [sic] by way of public avoidance until they show repentance.          

 

This legal opinion contains no reference to Muslims’ authority over non-Muslims. 

A similar question was addressed to another Islamic website 

(http://www.faithinallah.org/can-individual-muslims-implement-islamic-legal-

punishments )22 whether “ordinary Muslims [are] allowed to punish murder, theft, and 

adultery”. The answer was: 

It is not permissible for a Muslim without judicial authority to implement Islamic legal 

punishments on his own initiative. Vigilante justice, or “taking the law into your own 

hands,” is unlawful in Islam because it will lead to chaos and possibly greater harm 

than the crimes themselves. Likewise, it is not permissible for a Muslim to declare war 

or to commit an act of war without lawful authority. 

In contrast to the view that without verdict of a properly constituted sharia court no 

punishment, shariatic or not, is to be carried out, fatawa (legal opinions issued by 

individual jurist-scholars) may contain the authorisation of vigilantism under the mantle 

of a properly issued mandate. Specifying the target, but not appointing the specific 

agents, may authorise carrying out the ruling, but from another perspective still has a 

dubious legal status. The best known example is Ayatollah Khomeini’s fatwa 

indiscriminately authorising individual Muslims to assassinate the Anglo-Indian 

novelist Salman Rushdie. It has set an important precedent. 

The fatwa against Rushdie issued by Khomeini as announced on Iranian broadcast on 

14 February 1989: 

"We are from Allah and to Allah we shall return. I am informing all brave Muslims of 

the world that the author of The Satanic Verses, a text written, edited, and published 

against Islam, the Prophet of Islam, and the Qur'an, along with all the editors and 

                                                 
22 Accessed 20/2/15. 

http://www.faithinallah.org/can-individual-muslims-implement-islamic-legal-punishments
http://www.faithinallah.org/can-individual-muslims-implement-islamic-legal-punishments
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inna_Lillahi_wa_inna_ilaihi_raji%27un
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publishers aware of its contents, are condemned to death. I call on all valiant Muslims 

wherever they may be in the world to kill them without delay, so that no one will dare 

insult the sacred beliefs of Muslims henceforth. And whoever is killed in this cause will 

be a martyr, Allah Willing. Meanwhile if someone has access to the author of the book 

but is incapable of carrying out the execution, he should inform the people so that 

[Rushdie] is punished for his actions. Rouhollah al-Mousavi al-Khomeini."  

 

Confirmation for the religious legitimacy of vigilante action by authoritative decree 

may come from a variety of scriptural sources. Probably the most impressive scriptural 

precedents are enshrined in ahadith which relate to homicide carried out in the name of 

Muhammad. There is e.g. the story of Asma bint Marwan. As a poet she spoke out 

against Madinian Muslims and ridiculed the Prophet, whereupon he asked his 

followers: “who will rid me of Marwan’s daughter?”23 A blind man obliged and 

incurred no sin for his deed. (Recorded by Ibn Ishaq and Ibn Saad, but this was 

considered mawdu, fabricated because of dubious isnad). It has been argued that poets 

were very influential in these times and a poet’s voice was like effective political 

propaganda against the Prophet’s presumed “work for God”. As such it was not just 

mockery, but expression of political opposition and in a sense meant waging war 

against Islam (see Quran 5/33). Eliminating troublesome poets, it has been argued, was 

therefore a common strategy.24   

 

A better documented, similar case can be found in Bukhari book 5 Nr 369 where it says 

that Muhammad asked: “who is willing to kill Ka’b bin Al-Ashraf”, a Jew at Madina 

who had opposed the Prophet through speech. A small posse congregated to carry out 

his wish.  

 

                                                 
23 A parallel with Khomein’s fatwa can easily be seen here (see Lloyd V.J. Ridgeon, 1999).  
24 Argued by Antonio Elorza, quoted in on.wikipedia.org/wiki/’Asma’_bint_Marwan.  
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The hadith (Sunan Abu Dawud book 38, Nr. 4348 or 4361 (narrated Abdullah Ibn 

Abbas) in particular seems to be taken as confirmation for the legitimacy of vigilante 

action without prior authorization:  

A blind man had a slave-mother who used to abuse the Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) 

and disparage him. He forbade her but she did not stop. He rebuked her but she did not 

give up her habit. One night she began to slander the Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) 

and abuse him. So he took a dagger, placed it on her belly, pressed it, and killed her. A 

child who came between her legs was smeared with the blood that was there. When the 

morning came, the Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) was informed about it.  

 

He assembled the people and said: I adjure by Allah the man who has done this action 

and I adjure him by my right to him that he should stand up. Jumping over the necks of 

the people and trembling the man stood up.  

 

He sat before the Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) and said: Apostle of Allah! I am her 

master; she used to abuse you and disparage you. I forbade her, but she did not stop, 

and I rebuked her, but she did not abandon her habit. I have two sons like pearls from 

her, and she was my companion. Last night she began to abuse and disparage you. So I 

took a dagger, put it on her belly and pressed it till I killed her. 

Thereupon the Prophet (peace_be_upon_him) said: Oh be witness, no retaliation is 

payable for her blood.25 

 

Other cases contained in the Sunna can be found in some numbers (e.g. Abu Dawud 

book 38 #4349), as there are ahadith that can be interpreted in support of the notion of 

individual responsibility to inflict punishment for religious transgression (apostasy, 

blasphemy, adultery) be it through jihad for the “righteous cause” or other types of 

assuming responsibility. 

                                                 
25 http://islamqa.info/en/111252 (acc.20/2/15) 

http://www.answeringmuslims.com/2015/01/sunan-abu-dawud-4361-muhammad-on.html (acc.20/2/15) 

http://www.usc.edu/org/cmje/religious-texts/hadith/abudawud/038-sat.php (acc.20/2/15) 

http://islamqa.info/en/111252
http://www.answeringmuslims.com/2015/01/sunan-abu-dawud-4361-muhammad-on.html
http://www.usc.edu/org/cmje/religious-texts/hadith/abudawud/038-sat.php
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So-called honour killings are another expression of the perceived individual 

responsibility to punish transgressions against what are considered Islamic 

regulations.26 In such cases the Western notion couched in the slogan of “taking the law 

into one’s own hands” with the innuendo of illegality does not apply to Muslim 

consciousness. Perpetrators of honour killings within the Western diaspora, have 

sometimes been reported as having received advice and authorisation to kill a family 

member by an imam or sheikh or a revered member of the local community who is 

credited with spiritual and shariatic wisdom. Unofficial sharia courts operating in 

Western backyards merge with the person to person transaction of shariatic opinions 

and rulings. Similarly, in cases of Western artists and politicians, who have been 

subject to a death fatwa issued by some Islamic spiritual authority, attacks have been 

carried out presumably in the belief that a properly constituted mandate for carrying out 

homicide had been given. Because of the absence of a clear structure of spiritual 

authority the gravity of a ruling mandating the killing of a person remains in most cases 

unclear.  

 

Terrorists may claim that they are the properly delegated emissaries of Islamic 

authorities; that they are authorised to carry out a legitimate command (be it fatwa as in 

the case of Iranian spiritual authorities or by others). AlQaida’s call to action to a 

“sleeper cell” may be understood in these terms of issuing a mandate for carrying out 

homicide from a proper Islamic authority. Such emissaries conveying a death sentence 

may understand themselves as proper organs of an Islamic justice system.  

 

                                                 
26 This may be disputed by some, considering this viewpoint customary and not religiously supported. Of 

course the distinction between religious and customary is wide open to interpretation. 
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Extremist websites have moved away from formal fatawa and stimulate grass-root 

activism freed of scholarly oversight. Significant in this context is a passage from the IS 

magazine Dabiq vol.6 p.4 where it says:  

‘if you can kill a disbelieving American or European … then rely upon Allah, and kill 

him in any manner or way however it may be. Do not ask for anyone’s advice and do 

not seek anyone’s verdict’.  

This lifts the perpetrator beyond the judicial reach of any properly constituted authority 

and hands him/her a mandate from the ‘highest authority’, God. 

 

A similarly blunt but scripturally unspecified exhortation was issued by the al-

Ghurabaa website (no longer operative)27 in response to the Danish cartoons: “kill those 

who insult the prophet Muhammad”; and calls it “a verdict of Islam … one that any 

Muslim is able [to] execute”.  

 

In the perspective of radical Muslims blasphemy (and other crimes) exceeds the sole 

responsibility of the official agents of society such as the state judiciary, properly 

constituted sharia courts and the judicial function of trained quadis. When the official 

state judicial system does not act sufficiently decisively or a properly constituted sharia 

court is not available (or unwilling to take judicial action or does not have the desired 

reach) in the punishment of misdeeds considered blasphemous or injurious to scriptural 

rules it is religiously mandated for individual believers to take decisive action without 

specific authorisation. 

  

Vigilantism can be acted out too in less drastic manner, such as in Britain when young 

Muslims calling themselves “Sharia police” or “Muslim patrol” in some cities roamed 

the streets assailing people who they considered to be in contravention of sharia 

principles (for instance, engaged in alcohol consumption, attending night clubs, kissing 

and holding hands in public, improper dress, suspected of homosexuality, etc.) At least 

                                                 
27 See en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al Ghurabaa.  
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in some cases it was claimed that this area was a “Muslim zone” and sharia was to be 

respected. Individual incidences of this kind are probably more wide-spread (for 

instance, women may be harassed to be more fully veiled, as reported from French 

banlieues) where Muslims live in larger numbers and in close proximity with each 

other. There are numerous social phenomena related to vigilantism but deviating from 

religious commitment, which however cannot be discussed here. For instance, in the 

case of females volunteering to become “jihadi-brides” an ingredient of romance has 

been cited in addition to the motive of religious calling. The culture of bravado of youth 

gangs is another ingredient.28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
28 See Kolig, 2012: 358-364.  
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The Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, located in northwestern China, has the highest 

concentration of Hui Muslims in China: around 34% of the local population is Hui 

Muslim. Following the anti-religious campaigns of the communist regime and the 

wide destruction of the Cultural Revolution, Hui Muslims began gradually to reclaim 

their Muslim heritage in the late 70's. A major aspect of the rediscovery of their 

Islamic heritage was the Rehabilitation and reconstruction of Islamic Architectural 

buildings. As of today, Ningxia counts 4,500 mosques and other religious buildings. 

This  article seeks to introduce the architectural tendencies at play in this 

reconstruction, specifically the role of competing Arabic and Chinese influences. 
    

 

Introduction 

  

Located in northwestern China, the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region is a 

mountainous province ranking among the smaller provinces in China, both in terms of 

population (6.25 million) and area (66.000 km2). According to the indicators of 

income and life expectancy, Ningxia is well below the national average; it is also one 

of China's less industrialized regions. At the heart of the Loess Plateau (1050 meters), 

this region is one of the areas whose ecology and environmental capacity are the most 

vulnerable in China.  

 

Ningxia has the highest concentration of Hui Muslims in China: around 34% of the 

local population is Hui Muslim, which is the largest Muslim minority in China, and 

the third largest after the Zhuang minority and the Manchu minority. The Hui are as 

urbanized as their fellow citizens of Han nationality, and are similar in terms of 

language (Hui speak a local dialect of Mandarin) and their physical appearance. 
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However, they respect Islamic dietary laws and reject pork consumption. In addition 

to food taboos, an important marker of identity is their architecture: cities, 

neighborhoods and streets where a large concentration of Hui can be found are easily 

identifiable. Strong identity symbols, such as posters and signs announcing halal 

products, can be seen, of which the most important are undoubtedly the architectural 

markers, including religious buildings. 

 

Following the anti-religious campaigns of the late 50's and the wide destruction of the 

Cultural Revolution - both human and material - Hui began gradually reclaiming their 

Muslim heritage in the late 70's. With the economic reforms of Deng Xiaoping, the 

restoration of Muslim heritage asserted itself more firmly in the 80's (Dillon, 2000). 

Following the economic reforms of Deng Xiaoping, the efforts seeking to restore their 

Islamic Heritage were asserted more quickly and openly. In the Ningxia Hui 

Autonomous Region, the speed with which the Muslim Hui reclaimed their 

environment, including the restoration of the places of worship, the mosques and 

shrines (qubbat) is amazing, especially considering that the mosques in Ningxia which 

survived and remained intact throughout the Cultural Revolution can be counted on 

the fingers of one hand.  

 

We argue here that the rehabilitation and reconstruction of the Islamic architectural 

heritage was mainly possible due to the full reversal of the attitude of regional and 

national political authorities. Places of worship and other religious architectural 

objects, which were destroyed by the thousands in Ningxia, ceased to be hated 

symbols and even became central elements of governmental urban development 

projects and plans. As of today, China counts of 35,000 to 40,000 mosques, of which 

around 4,500 are located in Ningxia. This amounts to one mosque for every 500 Hui 

Muslims. This rapid restoration of religious buildings, several were rebuilt literally on 
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the ashes of the old buildings, makes it easy to understand why the capital of Ningxia 

- Yinchuan - is nicknamed the "City of the Phoenix". 

 

An Islamic Architecture of Multiple Influences 

According to Kang Qi, an architecture professor from the University of Ningxia and 

in charge of a national team currently conducting research on the architectural 

heritage of the Hui Muslims, this movement of reclaiming the public space, by 

rebuilding old mosques following anti-religious campaigns, was mostly consistent 

with previous architectural tendencies, despite the emergence of new foreign 

influences. Indeed, despite the trauma of the previous demolition campaigns by the 

Red Guards, the architectural distinctiveness of Hui before and after the Cultural 

Revolution continues to embody the proximity and even the mix of their two cultural 

roots. According to Kang Qi, "the traditional Islamic architecture which can be seen 

in Hui communities, whether it is family homes, mosques or shrines, is a reflection of 

a unique dialogue between the majority Chinese culture (Han) and the minority 

Muslim culture (Hui)." 

 

This dual influence can be seen in the construction plan of most Hui mosques, which 

is in some way similar to Buddhist temples, namely a "square" layout of the buildings. 

According to this model, the mosque is in fact enclosed and protected from its 

surrounding by high and large walls. In fact, the only part of the mosque visible to 

passersby is a high gate (usually facing the east), where large Chinese characters, and 

occasionally Arabic calligraphic writings, announce the name of the mosque. The gate 

opens onto an enclosed, more or less large, courtyard and faces the prayer hall, which 

is oriented to the west. Secondary buildings are located on the left and right, including 

apartments of the Imam, the ablutions room, the reception room, and sometimes a 

classroom, where the basics of religion and Arabic language are taught. 

 

However, if the Chinese mosque can be likened to the Buddhist temple in terms of the 
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layout of its buildings, its location within the community differs radically: the Hui 

mosque is traditionally located in the heart of the urban community or village, while 

the Buddhist temple is most often found out of town, tucked away in the mountains or 

forest. The Chinese mosque, as elsewhere in the Muslim world, thus retains a function 

that goes beyond a simple place of worship: it is the nerve center of the Hui 

community, around which houses are arranged in concentric circles. This "centripetal" 

layout around a religious building is also seen among the Uighurs and other Muslim 

peoples of China, and is a particularity that significantly distinguishes them from the 

Han. 

 

Apart from the layout of their buildings, Mosques in Ningxia, like those of China in 

general, can be divided into three major architectural styles. First, the style that may 

be the most common, especially in village communities, is called "Traditional 

Chinese". In this case, the building is discreet and hardly distinguishable from the 

houses that surround it: the roofs are of a purely Chinese-style tiles, the gray or brown 

walls are quite simple, much like the exterior decorations. In the absence of a minaret, 

the call to prayer is made directly from the entrance of the prayer room. From the 

street, only a crescent overlooking the typically Chinese apex indicates that this is a 

religious building. The Great Mosque of Tongxin, dating from 1791, one of the few 

Hui mosques to have survived the anti-religious destruction in the region, is a classic 

example of a Traditional Chinese-style mosque, and is the pride of Ningxia Muslims. 
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The Great Mosque of Tongxin 

 

The second architectural style, known as "Arabic", is radically different from the first: 

the walls of white or green porcelain clash with neighboring buildings, as do the high 

towers and the Middle Eastern domes, visible several blocks away. However, despite 

this clearly ostentatious style of foreign influence, one can see decorations that 

undeniably affirm the linkage of these buildings of Middle Eastern style with their 

Chinese surroundings. In particular, the presence on the cornices of animalistic 

representations (including "Chiwen", a mythical animal similar to a dragon), designed 

to protect the building from fire, is a sure sign of the Chinese influence. 

 

Finally, the architecture of "mixed style" incorporates elements of the previous two 

categories of mosques. In this case, the roof, the color of the walls, the courtyard, the 

presence or absence of a central dome derive their source in turn from the traditional 

Hui mosque, in turn from the Middle Eastern style. These buildings also borrow their 

high towers from the Arab-style, which presents either as a minaret or a dome or as a 

multi-storey Chinese pagoda. The Great Mosque of the Hui community of Najiahu, 
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dating originally from 1524, was destroyed during the Cultural Revolution and was 

rebuilt in 1984 in a style that clearly combines both Middle Eastern and Chinese 

influences. 

 

According to our testimonies, these styles reflect the aesthetic preferences of local 

communities, and the decision to adopt a style of "Arab" or traditional Chinese 

influence is made by the community itself (or by political authorities in the case of 

large mosques funded by governments). Every village having its own mosque, a 

traveller going from north to south Ningxia could admire the whole range and 

diversity of styles. However, these architectural styles can sometimes be indicative of 

the adhesion of the community to one of the religious movements present in the 

Ningxia region, even if such a correlation is not systematic. According to Allès 

(2009), for example, the rise in the `80s of the Ikhwan current (in Chinese, Yihewani), 

which seeks to differentiate itself from the traditional Sufi currents, is associated with 

the assertion of Middle Eastern architectural style. This can be explained in particular 

by the desire of these new currents to move closer to their Arab brethren, whose Islam 

is consistently perceived as being more "authentic". Conversely, more traditional Sufi 

currents have a certain preference for the Chinese style, more sober and closer to the 

local practice of Islam. 

 

Qubbat: Still the Center of Hui Religious Fervor  

If the mosques are the ostentatious aspect of the re-appropriation of public space by 

Hui Muslims — they even became an integral part of government urban planning 

projects — the true revival of Islamic religious fervor in Ningxia can be seen far from 

the cities, in the qubbat, or shrine complex, (in Chinese: gongbei), where Chinese Sufi 

saints are buried. 
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Leading this religious revival movement is the qubbat of Honggangzi, located in 

Wuzhong, a county some 50 kilometers from the city of Tongxin (the heart of Muslim 

culture in Ningxia, with 70% Muslim population). This qubbat commemorates the 

founder of the Sufi current associated with the most influential Khufiyya movement in 

Ningxia, that of Hongshou Aziz Lin (1852-1937).  

  

Originally from the neighboring province of Gansu, Aziz Lin decided in the early 30's 

to move to Honggangzi – at the time an incredibly arid, barren and uninhabited 

village, where the acute water shortage makes any agriculture production difficult. 

Despite persistent droughts, Aziz Lin and his followers established a mosque and an 

Islamic school, and gradually Muslim worshipers flocked from neighboring regions 

and joined his current, making it one of the greatest Sufi movements in the region. 

Built two years after the death of Aziz Lin, in 1939, of Honggangzi qubbat soon 

became the heart of Sufi Islam in Ningxia. 

 

 

Main building of architectural complex of Honggangzi 
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The Honggangzi qubbat is a large-scale architectural complex, in a style inspired by 

both Arabic and Traditional Chinese influence, occupying a total area of about 20,000 

square meters. Lined with several buildings, including various prayer rooms and study 

halls, the main and central building of the complex contains the tomb of the founder 

of the Sufi movement, and the leader of each subsequent generation, as well as the 

tombs of their immediate family.  

  

Despite the positive relationships between Aziz Lin and the People's Liberation Army 

during the Civil War, the qubbat was not spared by the destruction of the Cultural 

Revolution. It was completely destroyed in the 70's and finally rebuilt and enlarged in 

1987, under the initiative of the grandson of the Sufi saint and current leader of the 

third generation of the movement, Hongwei Zong. 

 

 

The tombs of Chinese Sufi saints, located in the heart of the qubbat 

  

Although discreet and located in valleys far from the city, this qubbat (there are 

dozens in Ningxia alone) are busy places, very popular with Muslims of Ningxia and 

of neighboring provinces alike. Each year, a grand ceremony over seven days is 
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dedicated to the anniversary of the death of Aziz Lin, during which tens of thousands 

of believers in the Ningxia, Gansu, Qinghai, Xinjiang and Shaanxi flock in this tiny 

village to pay their respect to the Sufi leader. This is one of the major Islamic 

celebrations in the region and in China. 

  

Such activities clash with what can be seen in some of the new large mosques built by 

government authorities at a great cost: these are not associated to any particular 

community or any Sufi leader, and rather look more like empty and rarely visited 

museums than places of worship. If these large mosque complexes are a compelling 

symbol of the radical shift of the public institutions with regard to the place of religion 

in the public sphere, they have little meaning for urbanized Muslim Hui, whose 

loyalty still belongs to the religious current or cult of their ancestral village. 

 

An Eclectic Reclaiming of Public Space 

 

Despite attempts of control by the regional government, the reaffirmation of the Hui 

Muslim identity in the public space of Ningxia has not been uniform or homogeneous: 

its embodiment depended largely on local communities. The diversity or concurrent 

architectural styles may seem inconsistent or even contradictory to foreign eyes. 

However, this plurality of architectural influences that everything seems to oppose is 

not foreign to the contradiction inherent in the Hui identity, namely a tension between 

defining themselves as an integral part of the greater Chinese nation, while 

incorporating elements foreign to the Confucian civilization in order to assert its 

difference against the ethnic Han majority. This reclaiming of public space reflects the 

multiplicity of Hui cultural influences, and this is visible in the variety of architectural 

trends. 

  

In conclusion, we can say that the wave of reconstruction of religious buildings since 

the 1980s was powered as much by local Muslim communities as by the initiative of 
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the regional political authorities. Different levels of government have also 

implemented measures to preserve and protect the Muslim heritage that escaped past 

destructions. "It is unfortunate that many old buildings were destroyed during the 

Cultural Revolution, and this reinforces the need to safeguard the Hui heritage in 

China and Ningxia," says Kang Qi. Several mosques in Ningxia, such as the central 

mosque in Yinchuan and the Great Mosque of Tongxin, have been declared heritage 

buildings and are currently under the protection of the State.  

  

The process of rehabilitation of the Islamic architectural heritage of Hui Muslims is 

therefore part of a dual trend, including restoring past traditions (as illustrated by the 

revival of the Sufi movements) and promoting their entry into modernity – the 

construction of large mosques funded by public projects and perfectly integrated 

inside urban development plans, which gives cities of Ningxia a decidedly Islamic 

character. As such, it is also telling that the fronts of several non-religious buildings in 

Yinchuan —shops, apartment buildings and even car dealerships — are often 

decorated with green croissants and Arabic domes. "These are the elements of Muslim 

and Hui culture," says Kang Qi, "which has now become an integral part of the 

modern identity of the city of Yinchuan." 
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This paper provides a comprehensive survey of the contemporary Latina/o Muslim 

population in the U.S., focusing specifically on the factors that act as pathways to 

conversion and elements of community cohesion. To develop the paper, and give the 

reader a keen insight into the Latina/o Muslim community in the U.S., this paper will 

explicate its methodological approach, provide a brief review of previous literature, 

offer a glimpse at the demographics of the Latina/o Muslim community in the U.S., 

and offer a typologically codified and analyzed layout of the prime pathways Latina/o 

Muslims take in converting to Islam. Connecting this research to broader currents in 

global religion will reveal that studying Latina/o Muslims offers opportunities for 

more paradigmatic, and universal, understandings of religion and transnational flows 

of cultures, ideas, and beliefs in a globalized world. Prior to concluding the paper, 

some avenues for further research on the topic are presented. This study is a 

foundational piece for mapping contemporary Latina/o religion and the contours of 

the Muslim community in the U.S. – especially their minority manifestations – and 

serves as a supplementary entry into the expanding collection of research on 

transnational religious phenomena in our current, globalized, and pluralistic context. 

 

 

Introduction  

 

 

Beginning in the early 1990s, news began to appear about an emerging Latina/o 

Muslim population in the U.S. Over the next two decades articles chronicled the 

stories of Latina/o Muslims1 and their “reversion.”2 According to Harold Morales, 

some 130 publications were written by non-Latina/o Muslims via public media outlets 

(newspapers, online blogs, magazines, radio shows, TV programs, etc.) between 2001 

- 2011.3 Although this sizable minority within the U.S. Muslim population is still 

                                                 
1 Hishaam Aidi, “Olé to Allah: New York’s Latino Muslims.” Africana.com, November 1, 1999 & 

Hajer Naili, “Latina Converts to Islam Growing in Number.” Women’s E-News, July 16, 2013.  
2 The preferred term (as opposed to “conversion”) for Latina/o Muslims who view conversion as a 

remembrance of their fitra — original submissive nature to Allah — and also a return to their authentic 

Latina/o roots (see below on “Andalusia”).  
3 Harold, Morales, “LMOs” Online Presentation. March 20, 2013. Accessed June 12, 2013. 

http://prezi.com/bb3r1ff-dtwy/lmos/. 

http://prezi.com/bb3r1ff-dtwy/lmos/
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nominal when compared to the Latina/o presence in the general public, the media 

coverage of this Islamic sub-group has been substantial. Yet, in over 20 years of 

religion news on Latina/o Muslims, the themes of the reportage remained 

unimaginative and academic attention relatively scarce. 

 

In order to make sense of the global religious landscape, it is progressively 

consequential that reporters and scholars, the common public and spiritual leaders, 

further unravel its diverse religious tapestry — a good place to start would be with 

exploring the Latina/o Muslim population. As Lara Dotson-Renta wrote, “The 

convergence of these trends, as well as the current political realities for Muslims in 

post-9/11 America, make Latino Muslims a prime example of the tensions and 

opportunities created by new transnational identities that arise from the ever-

increasing cross-cultural encounters that mark the 21st century world.”4  

  

This essay endeavors to provide a brief demographic picture of the Latina/o Muslim 

community and provide an introduction to their various pathways to “reversion” and 

elements of community cohesion; discuss how this shapes Latina/o specific da’wa in 

the U.S. and across borders; offer a categorized understanding of Latina/o Muslim 

reversion pathways and tangentially connect this research paradigmatically to the 

contemporary study of transnational religious communities in a globalized world.  

 

What is Meant by “Latina/o?” 

  

However, it is best to locate the topic of study first. What does this essay refer to with 

the term, “Latina/o?” In this essay the word, “Latina/o” is used to refer to those 

persons or communities of Latin American origin, including Brazil.5 It is at once a 

                                                 
4 Lara N. Dotson-Renta. “Latino Muslims in the United States After 9/11: The Triple Bind,” Muftah, 

Accessed September 22, 2013. http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-united-states-after-911-
the-triple-bind/. 
5 At times, the terms “Latina/o” and “Hispanic” are used interchangeably. While there is great 

discussion about whether or not to utilize “Latina/o” or “Hispanic” to refer to this demographic because 

of the terms’ colonial, hegemonic, and non-indigenous character, both are utilized regularly in the press 

http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-united-states-after-911-the-triple-bind/
http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-united-states-after-911-the-triple-bind/
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geographic term that refers to those with origins in South America, Central America, 

and in the Spanish-speaking Caribbean, but also to those Spanish-speaking persons 

and communities in the U.S., Canada, and in other places that still claim a “Latin 

American” heritage (e.g. Chicanos in California, Puerto Ricans in New York, etc.). 

Finally, the merging of feminine and masculine endings is an effort to acknowledge 

the equal expression of both male and female voices within the Latin American 

community and not to favor one voice (the male “—o”) over another.  

  

The point regarding Latina/os in the U.S. is important because Latina/o population 

growth in the U.S. is significant and widespread, and its continued growth will impact 

the U.S. politically, sociologically and religiously. During the last U.S. census (2010), 

Latina/os accounted for 16.7% of the population — 52 million total.6 Indeed, “Latinos 

are the nation’s largest minority group and among its fastest growing populations” 

and from 2001-2011 the growth in the number of Latina/os accounted for more than 

half of the nation’s total population increase.7 These Latina/os are not all immigrants, 

or recent emigrants, either. More than half of all Latina/os living in the U.S. did not 

immigrate, and among those who did, they have lived in the U.S. on average a total of 

25 years.8 This has allowed plenty of time for Latina/ culture to exert its influence on 

U.S. culture and vice versa. Not only that, but Latina/os are dispersing across the U.S. 

and bridging beyond their traditional metropolitan strongholds in Los Angeles, New 

                                                                                                                                            
and in popular discussions of race/ethnicity. Even though both terms are used interchangeably, there is 

a difference between Hispanic and Latina/o. Hispanic is used to denote the contemporary nation of 

Spain, its history, and culture; a native of Spain residing in the United States is a Hispanic. Latina/o 

refers more exclusively to persons or communities of Latin American origin. While there is a 

significant overlap between the groups, Brazilians are a good example of Latina/os who are not 

Hispanic. Personal adoption of the terms to refer to one’s own ethnicity or race is low. Instead, most 

Latina/os refer to themselves as “Mexican,” “Salvadorian,” “Puerto Rican,” etc. See Cindy Y. 

Rodriguez, “Which is it: Hispanic or Latino?” CNN, May 3, 2014. Accessed May 4, 2014. 

http://www.cnn.com/2014/05/03/living/hispanic-latino-identity/. 
6 United States Census Bureau, “Most Children Younger Than Age 1 are Minorities, Census Bureau 

Reports” May 17, 2012. Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb12-90.html  
7 Anna Brown & Mark Hugo Lopez, “Mapping the Latino Population, By State, County and City.” Pew 

Research Center, Washington D.C., 2013, 5. 
8 Barna Research Group, “Finding a Place: Hispanic Faith, Work and Identity,” Hispanic Americans: 

Faith, Values, and Priorities (Barna Group: Ventura, CA, April 4, 2014), 2.  

http://www.cnn.com/2014/05/03/living/hispanic-latino-identity/
http://www.census.gov/newsroom/releases/archives/population/cb12-90.html
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York, Houston, Riverside, Chicago, Dallas, Miami, Phoenix, San Francisco’s Bay 

Area and San Antonio.9 Still, Latina/os have a robust presence in these traditional 

Hispanic metropolitan strongholds. Indeed, one-third of the nation’s Latina/o 

population is contained in the top ten counties by Latina/o population, which include 

the cities mentioned above.10 Other areas of note include the rapid growth of Latina/o 

populations in the southeast in states such as Georgia and cities like Miami and San 

Antonio where Latina/os are now the majority, or California where they constitute the 

single largest minority.11 Across the board, the percentage of Latina/os in the U.S. is 

projected to increase from 17% in 2011 to 29% by 2050.12 To understand the future of 

the United States, it is becoming increasingly important to appreciate Latina/os in el 

Norte. Specifically, and for the purposes of this paper, it is important to examine the 

reshaping of Latina/o religious expression in the United States. 

 

Reversion Narratives 

   

This essay seeks to unravel the story of Latina/o Muslims in the U.S. Thus, it focuses 

on the reversion narratives13 of Latina/o Muslims themselves. In order to understand 

the pathways for Latina/o Muslim reversion, and elements of community cohesion 

post-reversion, it was important to concentrate on the construction of meaning and 

spiritual transformation among Latina/o Muslims as they see it. Thus, narratives were 

collected from various sources.14 In all, this essay considers narratives from 135 

different sources to provide a clear picture of reversion pathways and elements of 

community cohesion among Latina/o Muslims in the U.S. The narratives were 

                                                 
9 Ibid. p. 13.  
10 Ibid. p. 11.  
11 Ibid., p. 14.  
12 Elizabeth Dias, “The Rise of the Evangélicos,” TIME, April 4, 2013, 24.  
13 One might refer to them as “testimonies,” but this word is avoided for two reasons: 1) its evangelical 

Christian overtones; and 2) the tendency for Latina/o Muslims themselves to refer to their conversion 

narratives as conversion narratives.  
14 Narratives were primarily sourced first-hand from Latina/o Muslims through interviews. 

Additionally, narratives came from various articles posted online and conveniently gathered at 

HispanicMuslims.com, covering the last three decades of articles and “reversion stories” posted online 

and published in print. Finally, narratives were also pulled from other secondary sources interpreting 

reversion narratives among Latina/o Muslims in the U.S.  

http://hispanicmuslims.com/
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arranged thematically15 for the purposes of this research. Effectively, the narratives 

were “content-analyzed and then coded into categories” inductively.16 It was 

understood that the narrative elements were not chronologically consistent, but could 

occur simultaneously, appear jumbled, and overlap one another in any given narrative. 

The categories that were identified form the basis of the bulk of the interpretive 

section that is the backbone of the second half of this essay.  

 

Latina/o Muslims in the U.S. – A Demographic Look 

Attempts to provide a comprehensive and authentic demographic picture of Latina/o 

Muslims in the U.S., much less throughout the Americas, have been enigmatic at 

best.17 Still, some sources claim that Latina/os, “are one of the fastest growing 

segments of the Muslim community.”18 Furthermore, the “American Mosque 2011” 

report said the number of Latina/o converts has been steadily increasing since 2000, 

more so than any other racial or ethnic group.19 Corresponding with this claim, 

sources have put forward numbers that range between 15,000 and 300,000.20 With no 

comprehensive survey or coverage it is hard to pinpoint just how Latina/o Muslims 

there are in the U.S.  

  

                                                 
15 Or, synchronically. See William Labov, “Some principles of linguistic methodology,” Language in 

Society, 1, (1972): 97-120. 
16 David Yamane, “Narrative and Religious Experience,” Sociology of Religion, Vol. 61:2 (2000): 179.  
17 This does not mean there have not been serious attempts. Juan Galvan, Dr. Harold D. Morales, Dr. 

Hjamil A. Martínez-Vásquez, and myself have attempted large-scale surveys of U.S. mosques and the 

Latina/o Muslim population, but results have been deplorably mixed.  
18 Tim Padgett, “Why So Many Latinos Are Becoming Muslim,” Council on American-Islamic 

Relations, October 10, 2013. Accessed February 26, 2014. http://www.cair.com/press-center/cair-in-
the-news/12193-why-so-many-latinos-are-becoming-muslims.html  
19 Ihsan Bagby, The American Mosque 2011, (Chicago, IL: Council on American-Islamic Relations, 

January 2012), 13-14. 
20 The Islamic Society of North America put forward the number of 40,000 in 2002 and the Council on 

American Islamic Relations (CAIR) estimated 75,000, though neither provided suitable or verifiable 

sources. See Abbas Barzegar, “The Emerging Latino Muslim Community in America (2003),” The 

Pluralism Project at Harvard University. Accessed April 12, 2013. 

http://pluralism.org/reports/view/197. Originally published as, “Latino Muslims in the United States: 

An Introduction” in the Journal of the High Plains Society for Applied Anthropologists, Vol 23, No. 2, 

Fall 2003, p. 125; when Barzegar was a student and reprinted for the Pluralism Project by consent. The 

aforementioned American Mosque 2011 report put the number at nearly 200,000.  

http://www.cair.com/press-center/cair-in-the-news/12193-why-so-many-latinos-are-becoming-muslims.html
http://www.cair.com/press-center/cair-in-the-news/12193-why-so-many-latinos-are-becoming-muslims.html
http://pluralism.org/reports/view/197
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Nevertheless, some demographic particulars can be provided. it has been observed by 

Galvan, Martínez-Vásquez, Morales, Bowen and others that the Latina/o Muslim 

population is diverse, largely urban, living in diverse contexts, convert relatively 

young, are married, and tend to have families. Furthermore, Morales claims that 

nearly three-out-of-four Latina/o Muslims live in just eight states, listed here in order 

of population rank: California, New York, Illinois, Texas, New Jersey, Florida, 

Virginia, and Georgia.21 The Latina/o Muslim community also appears highly mobile, 

not only involved in transnational immigration, but inter-state movement as well. 

Overwhelmingly, Latina/o Muslim converts to Islam were practicing some form of 

Christianity before their reversion, most Roman Catholic. Even so, many report 

having explored various religions and spiritual postures before converting to Islam.  

  

Serious change is an essential element of conversion. For Latina/o Muslims this is no 

different. For most, this was a positive shift that included a change in social groups, 

changing their name to an Arabic equivalent (e.g. Jesús to Isa), participating in 

Islamic ritual life. Following reversion, the majority of respondents seemed to hold 

both their ethnic and religious heritage in high esteem, being proud of the hyphenated 

identity “Latino-Muslim.” With that said, a significant number seem to drop the 

“Latina/o” designation and prefer instead to be identified as simply “Muslim” or 

“Muslim American.” For Muslims in the U.S. there are many variances in identity 

appropriation post-reversion and most live with a hyphenated identification. 

  

For many converts, as noted by Martínez-Vásquez, the change of faiths also led to a 

common experience of “isolation” and even a sense of “persecution” or ostracism.22 

While a small number felt ostracized or persecuted before reversion as “Latina/os,” 

the vast majority felt that way after reversion. Before reversion, persecution or 

                                                 
21 Harold Morales, “LMOs” Online Presentation, March 20, 2013, (accessed June 12, 2013): 

http://prezi.com/bb3r1ff-dtwy/lmos/.  
22 Hjamil A. Martínez-Vásquez, Latina/o y Musulman: The Constrution of Latina/o Identity among 

Latina/o Muslims in the United States, (Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2010), 3.  

http://prezi.com/bb3r1ff-dtwy/lmos/
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ostracism stemmed from work or school.23 While work was still a prominent place for 

persecution of converts to Islam, their families became the central locus for 

maltreatment after reversion. Sizable numbers also felt victimized or isolated as 

Muslim converts in society in general and in their neighborhoods, among friends, and 

in their country of origin and/or heritage. This ostracism and perceived persecution for 

their hyphenated identity raises the question of “why?” they converted in the first 

place even more fervently. 

 

Narratives of Reversion, Pathways to Shahada 

 

Samantha Sanchez said that the reversion of Latina/o Muslims in American cities is 

“connected to a much larger matrix of social, political and cultural factors.”24 This 

echoes Lewis R. Rambo in his book Understanding Religious Conversion, who posits 

that the first “step” in religious conversion is context. This includes “a vast panorama 

of conflicting, confluent, and dialectical factors that both facilitate and repress the 

process of conversion.”25 A convert’s multifaceted context continues to play a role at 

each stage of conversion and involves both “microcontext” (the immediate “world of 

a person’s family, friends, ethnic group, religious community, and neighborhood”)26 

and “macrocontext” (the total environment, including politics, religious institutions 

and organizations, ecology, transnational economies, etc.).27  

  

What follows includes both macro-contextual and micro-contextual factors that led to 

the reversion of Latina/o Muslims interlaced among the three categories provided: 

spiritual, social, and societal. Every Latina/o Muslim shared at least one spiritual, 

                                                 
23 This perceived persecution based on Latina/o identity among Latina/o Muslims is statistically equal 

to that of the general population according to a recent Pew Hispanic data release that stated, “20% of 

Hispanics said they had been treated unfairly because of their race or ethnicity over the past year.” Pew 

Research: Social Demographics and Trends, King’s Dream Remains an Elusive Goal; Many Americans 

See Racial Disparities, (Washington D.C., Pew Research Center, August 22, 2013).  
24 Barzegar, 3. 
25 Lewis R. Rambo, Understanding Religious Conversion, (New York: Yale University Press, 1995), 

20.  
26 Ibid., 22.  
27 Ibid., 21.  
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social, and societal motivation for reversion, respectively. Indeed, no one pathways 

can be viewed in isolation. All told, there 31 different reversion pathways, Latina/o 

Muslims take to Islam, represented in Figure 1 below.Still, there are those pathways 

that stand out among the rest.  

  

Examining the reversion pathways of Latina/o Muslims there were a couple of 

common threads that weaved their way into multiple reversion narratives. First, the 

sense that becoming Latina/o Muslim involved persecution and ostracism. Second, the 

discussion of Latina/o and Muslim culture, specifically in reference to al-Andalus. 

Third, the influence of existing communities. Fourth, Latina/o specific outreach 

organizations emerging from, interacting with, and feeding into those existing 

communities and their resources. And finally, the role of new media. There were also 

some significant outliers that had not been identified previously — such as dreams. 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 1: Latina/o Muslim reversion pathways 
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Minorities and Marginality 

 

Latina/o Muslims are “quadruple minorities.”28 They are Latina/o in the U.S., Muslim 

in the U.S., Latina/o in the Muslim community, Muslim in the Latina/o community. 

Thus, becoming a Latina/o Muslim serves as a distinctly marginalizing social 

experience. In order to creatively cope with this marginal position and to better 

construct an “ethnic” identity many within the community recast themselves as 

Andalusian, American, and traditionally Muslim — all at the same time — by 

dreaming of, and appealing to, the lost history and “imagined diaspora” of al-

Andalus.29 The Latina/o Muslim reversion process not only complicates religious and 

historical truth, but also the social identity and cultural constructs of Latina/o 

Muslims. Thus, looking to al-Andalus provides some grounding for identity 

construction during, and after, such a significant social and religio-cultural shift.  

 

Dreams of al-Andalus 

 

This eight-century reign of the Moors in the Iberian Peninsula not only offers Latina/o 

Muslims a mytho-historical anchor for their religious choice, but also a linchpin for 

their reconstructed identities and reassembled social standing betwixt and between 

communities. In looking to al-Andalus, Latina/o Muslims present their community as 

a justified mixture of old and new, pre-colonial and post-colonial, traditional and 

                                                 
28 Lara Dotson-Renta calls this “the triple bind.” While she does not miss the four elements of Latina/o 

Muslim ostracism, she still refers to it as a “triple bind” religiously, sociologically, and politically. She 

writes, “For Latino Muslims, the challenges created by this massive politicization of faith have been 

compounded by the current anti-immigrant discourse. Regardless of religious affiliation, Latino 

Muslims remain ‘Latino enough’ to face rejection in this country based upon their immigrant identity. 

At the same time, they also encounter hostility from Hispanic communities who view conversion away 

from the Catholic faith as a denial of Latino culture and family. Finally, more established Muslim 

immigrant cultures often reject Latino Muslims for their lack of a shared linguistic and cultural 

heritage. At a time when immigrants and Muslims are under increased scrutiny, Latino Muslims are 

experiencing some of the most extreme forms of social alienation. As the political, social, and religious 

discourses in the United States become more polarized, it remains to be seen how Latino Muslims will 

react and adapt to these disturbing new realities” in “Latino Muslims in the United States After 9/11: 

The Triple Bind,” Muftah, Accessed September 22, 2013. http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-

united-states-after-911-the-triple-bind/. 
29 See Ken Chitwood, “Dreams of al-Andalus: narratives of conversion and identity reconstruction 

among Latina/o Muslims in the U.S.” Southeastern Commission for the Study of Religion (SECSOR) 

Regional Meeting. March 8, 2015 

http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-united-states-after-911-the-triple-bind/
http://muftah.org/latino-muslims-in-the-united-states-after-911-the-triple-bind/
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avant-garde, and thoroughly Muslim yet authentically “Latina/o.” Effectively, the 

dream of al-Andalus centers Latina/os as an integral, and historic, part of the global 

umma while also refashioning Islam as an ingrained aspect of “Hispanic” (read 

Latina/o) culture and the American continent via a mytho-historical relationship with 

a lionized Muslim culture that existed within a diverse ethnic and religious milieu, 

which mirrors that of Latina/o Muslims in the U.S., offering a pathway beyond 

marginalization.  

  

Latina/o Muslims have been converting since the 1970s. Early on, African-American 

majority Islamic communities played prominent roles in the expansion of early 

manifestations of Latina/o Islam.30 However, due to the limitations of social 

stratification the Latina/o community broke off and created its own organizations and 

eventually, its own distinct subculture. Bowen wrote, “Since that time, due to the 

growing numbers of U. S. Latina/o Muslims, as well as a tendency to foster ties with 

Latina/o Muslims in countries outside of the U. S., U. S. Latina/o Muslims are more 

and more adopting the ‘Latina/o Muslim' identity, which is now being promoted by 

several organisations and prominent leaders.”31 On this point, Bowen highlights the 

importance of cultural narratives in forming a distinct Latina/o Muslim identity, 

specifically referring to the common, imagined, historical roots referred to above. 

 

Community Identity 

 

In addition, Morales has a chapter entitled, “Latina/o Muslim Religious Cultures” 

coming out in the new Religion and American Cultures Encylopedia.32 This essay 

offers a few more insights into research on Latina/o Muslims, particularly from a 

media point of view. Not only does Morales note the disproportionate coverage that 

                                                 
30 Patrick D. Bowen, “U.S. Latina/o Muslims Since 1920: From ‘Moors’ to ‘Latino Muslims,’” Journal 

of Religious History, 37, no. 2, (June 2013): 165-184. 
31 Ibid., 165.  
32 Harold Morales, Religion and American Cultures: An Encyclopedia of Traditions, Diversity, and 

Popular Expression, Gary Laderman and Luis D. León, vol. 4 (ABC-CLIO, forthcoming).  
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Latina/o Muslims receive in the media and chart the historical development, and 

differences between, Latina/o Muslim organizations in New York and Los Angeles, 

he also contends that, “the most prominent Latina/o Muslim organization today has no 

physical address, is embodied in cyberspace.”33 While referring specifically to the 

Latino American Dawah Organization’s (LADO) AOL-based website and genesis 

from chat rooms online, Morales shares the story of this, and other Latina/o Muslim 

generated and focused sites, to make the point that, “technology and society cannot be 

understood as separate entities and instead should be understood as inextricably 

linked. Likewise, the Latina/o Muslims who occupy cosmopolitan and cyberspaces do 

so through a techno-cultural existence.”34 Referencing “unifying elements” such as 

multiple-sourced ethnic marginalization, reversion narratives and shared histories in 

Andalusian Spain,35 Morales holds that while regionally diverse,36 Latina/o Muslims 

create a pan-Latina/o Muslim “brand” that is fostered via online communities, is 

frequently picked up by mass media and that further marginalizes those who do not 

empathize with these narrow narratives of what it is to be Latina/o Muslim.37  This 

research further validates previous research completed by Bowen and also re-enforces 

the theme of narrative based solidarity within the Latina/o Muslim community that is 

reflected in the reversion pathways charted above. 

 

In 2009 a film debuted that featured one such Hispanic young man who was 

influenced by gang culture, but then converted to Islam — Hamza Perez. He was the 

hip-hop star of the documentary “New Muslim Cool,” which documented, in the 

words of the film’s creator Maytorena Taylor, “the diversity of the American Muslim 

                                                 
33 Ibid., 11.  
34 Ibid., 13.  
35 Ibid., 3.  
36 Specifically, he discusses the differences between New York’s Latina/o Muslims and Los Angeles’. 

To do so, he uses Bowen’s research on New York’s Puerto Rican Muslims and uses his own 

observations in Los Angeles, Orange and Riverside counties.  
37 Ibid., 31.  
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experience.”38 “At the time the documentary was being filmed there was a lack of full 

representation in the media of indigenous African American and Latina/o Muslims,” 

she said. “The traditional narrative,” she explained, “is Arab a lot of the times, or 

refugees, which are treated totally differently.”39 Certainly, part of the Latina/o 

Muslim narrative is being told through new media. This media driven narrative 

includes hip-hop music and documentary film culture, but encompasses newsprint, 

magazines, network news, music, radio, television shows in North America and in 

Latin America (e.g. El Clon), YouTube, and other social media sites such as 

Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc.  

 

Latina/o Specific Da’wa & Organizations 

  

Significantly, there are at least ten different Latina/o Muslim organizations and 

informal groups that have a social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, and 

YouTube. One of the most influential is IslamInSpanish. They have hundreds of 

videos posted on their channel — IslamInSpanishTV — and the video with the most 

views has over 30,000 at time of writing.40 On Facebook, the open, informal, group 

“Latino Muslims” posts regularly, boasts 6,568 members at time of writing, and gets 

20-100 comments and interactions on each post.41 There are multiple Facebook 

groups for smaller communities such as “Puerto Rican Muslims,” “Latino Muslims of 

Chicago,” or for specific organizations. Some Latina/o Muslim organizations, seeking 

to reach new reverts, are even using “crowdfunding” sites to support da’wa 

initiatives.42 While the effectiveness of these videos and pages has not been 

scientifically measured an informal analysis notes that, again, with the rise of new 

                                                 
38 Julie Poucher Harbin, “Five Years Since the Release of ‘New Muslim Cool’: Hispanic Muslims 

Growing Segment of U.S. Muslim Religious Culture,” Islamic Commentary. June 28, 2014. Accessed 

June 29, 2014. http://islamicommentary.org/2014/06/five-years-since-new-muslim-cool-hispanic-

muslims-growing-segment-of-us-muslim-religious-culture/#sthash.EkjYlg5F.dpuf. 
39 Ibid. 
40 IslamInSpanishTV, https://www.youtube.com/user/IslamInSpanishTV, Accessed July 11, 2014.  
41 Latino Muslims, https://www.facebook.com/latinomuslims, Accessed July 11, 2014.  
42 See “Dawa in Latin America & the Carribbean.” Accessed May 14, 2014. 

https://www.launchgood.com/projects/project_detail/dawa-in-latin-america-caribbean  

http://islamicommentary.org/2014/06/five-years-since-new-muslim-cool-hispanic-muslims-growing-segment-of-us-muslim-religious-culture/#sthash.EkjYlg5F.dpuf
http://islamicommentary.org/2014/06/five-years-since-new-muslim-cool-hispanic-muslims-growing-segment-of-us-muslim-religious-culture/#sthash.EkjYlg5F.dpuf
https://www.youtube.com/user/IslamInSpanishTV
https://www.facebook.com/latinomuslims
https://www.launchgood.com/projects/project_detail/dawa-in-latin-america-caribbean
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media such as Facebook and YouTube coinciding with an increase in Latina/o 

Muslims means a concomitant rise in the use of new media to not only convert other 

Latina/os, but encourage camaraderie and community cohesion. As can be readily 

seen, Latina/o Muslims use media, particularly new media, to reach out and call other 

Latina/os to Islam. This is part of a campaign of da’wa toward, and among, Latina/os 

in the U.S., which is a remarkable contributing factor in the reversion of many 

Latina/o Muslims, especially, and distinctively, during the last two decades.  

 

Missionary activity, or da’wa is central to Islamic theology43 and takes on 

multitudinous appearances across the world, depending upon the context of the 

Muslim population. In the demographically Muslim-dominant areas of the world, and 

in the past, da’wa centered around an “‘external-institutional’ approach” where 

“conversion was typically preceded by political conquest” or by bottom-up 

Islamization at a societal level.44 This approach is not viable for Muslims in the West, 

and so an “‘internal-personal'" approach is adopted, by Muslim immigrants and 

established minority Muslim communities, “which aims at the conversion of 

individuals and seeks to influence society from the bottom upwards.”45 However, in 

dealing with the ethnic and cultural diversity of North America's mosques and Islamic 

Centers, and the professionalization of the imam in light of cultural and political 

realities in the U.S., many “‘paramosque’ organizations” have sprung up among 

Muslims in the U.S. in order to engage in da’wa.46 This adaptation to the “particular 

circumstances of American culture” means that a multitude of “paramosque” 

organizations and their da’is use a multiplicity of methods including direct and 

indirect proclamation, social services, confrontational witness, presence, proliferation 

                                                 
43 Larry Poston, Islamic Da’wah in the West: Muslim Missionary Activity and the Dynamics of 

Conversion to Islam, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992).  
44 Poston, 29.  
45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid., 93-114.  
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of literature, interfaith activity, architectural programs, and community hospitality in 

order to bring others to Islam.47 

  

Several generations of Latina/o Muslim organizations have arisen in the last four 

decades. Initially, these organizations came together in order to provide community 

for isolated Latina/o Muslims spread throughout Islamic communities across the U.S. 

They also endeavored to educate Latina/o Muslims in the basics of Islamic doctrine. 

However, as their knowledge grew, camaraderie intensified, “Muslim immigration 

increased and more and more Latina/os embraced the religion, a handful of Muslim 

immigrants began to take seriously the possibility of converting Latina/os and 

organized proselytization efforts.”48  

  

Starting with Allianza Islamica in the 1970’s, Latina/o Muslim specific organizations 

began to emerge to not only meet the needs of the community49 but also to reach 

others. After Allianza Islamica came the Latino American Da’wah Organization 

(LADO) in 1997, which gained broad-base support from the Islamic Circle of North 

America (ICNA) and the Islamic Society of North America (ISNA) so that it could 

publish magazines such as The Latino Muslim Voice and create a vibrant online 

Latina/o Muslim community. LADO and its publications online and in print created a 

clearinghouse for Latina/o Muslim reversion narratives and became integral in 

shaping what Bowen calls, “a transcript of an imagined community” of Latina/o 

Muslims.50 Since Allianza Islamica and LADO paved the way,51 myriad other 

organizations came forth including, but not limited to: IslamInSpanish (a multimedia 

organization aiming to translate outreach materials and information into Spanish); 

                                                 
47 Ibid., 115-143. 
48 Bowen, “The Latino American Da’wah Organization and the ‘Latina/o Muslim’ Identity in the 

United States,” 2.  
49 Such as providing relationship and hijab advice for young Latina converts.  
50 Bowen, 8-13. 
51 Allianza Islamica no longer exists and LADO is not nearly as active as it once was since many of its 

leaders have gone on to be part of other organizations, work on independent projects (i.e. Juan 

Galvan’s book Hispanic Muslims) or retire from active participation in da’wa efforts.  
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Why Islam? (a hotline set up by Muslim volunteers to offer Islamic advice and 

information to people of Latina/o background, including many in Mexico); La 

Asociación Latino Musulmana de América, a.k.a. LALMA (supporting outreach 

activities, transitional support, Spanish-language materials, and introduction courses 

to Islam); the North Hudson Islamic Education Center (although not specifically 

Latina/o in nature, it has the largest concentration of Latina/o Muslims compared to 

any other Islamic Center or masjid in the U.S., and thus engages in Latina/o specific 

da’wah including Hispanic Muslim Day, which has been running for twelve years, 

since 2002); Propagacion Islamica para la Educacion e la Devocion a Allah el Divino, 

a.k.a. PIEDAD (a network of women who engage in activities to support Latina/o 

Muslim spiritual development, community building, sisterhood, and educational 

outreach); and local organizations such as Latino Muslims of Chicago, the Latino 

Muslim Association of the San Fernando Valley (a.k.a. LMASFV), Alameda 

Islamica: Latino Muslims of the Bay Area, and the Atlanta Latino Muslim 

Association (a.k.a. ALMA). These “paramosque organizations” are leading the way 

when it comes to Latina/o specific da’wa. 

 

Having achieved a certain level of understanding, and acceptance, among the Muslim 

community in the U.S., these Latina/o Muslim organizations are now re-focusing their 

efforts on reaching Latina/os both in the U.S., and throughout Latin America and the 

Caribbean, with targeted outreach efforts. As alluded to earlier, “in a postcolonial 

world […] Muslim missionary efforts are being recast in a global, multicultural, and 

multilingual context.”52 Not only are da’is finding it necessary to engage in more 

“soft-sell” forms of da’wa in North America, but they are seeing the need to tailor fit 

Islam for particular cultural realities and languages. While Arabic language and 

culture is still central to being Muslim in the modern world da’is reaching out to 

Latina/os in the U.S. and in Latin American countries have realized that Islamic 

                                                 
52 Johnson and Scroggins, 11. 
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doctrine and practice needs to be translated into the Spanish language and culture in 

order for Latina/os to come into contact with Islam. They follow in the footsteps of 

Rishad Rida who, while accepting “Arabic should remain the authoritative language 

of the Qur’an,” advocated “multilingual da’wa that would enable Muslims to match 

the skills of Christian missionaries, ‘who learn the languages of the peoples.’”53 These 

Latina/o Muslim da’is are engaging in this not only in the metro-areas of the U.S. 

where there are large Latina/o populations (Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, San 

Antonio, Chicago, New York, etc.), but also in Latin American nations such as Puerto 

Rico, Columbia, and Mexico.54 To reach these Latina/os they are engaging in targeted 

outreach efforts that are tailor made for their culture. 55  

  

These Latina/o specific outreach efforts include Spanish language pamphlets, books, 

and programs, but also includes Latina/o food at community iftars, Islamic Centers 

celebrating key Latina/o holidays, missionary efforts to heritage homelands in Latin 

America, and the use of hybrid Latina/o-Muslim music, movies, and art. The da’is are 

relying on what proved successful in their own reversion (see Figure 1 above), the 

history of other Latina/o Muslim organizations, the narratives of other converts, their 

practical experiences, and the tropes they have seen in each and turning these motifs 

into effective strategies for reaching other Latina/os. These Latina/o specific da’wa 

efforts not only demystify Islam, but are part of a process of enculturating Islam and 

bathing it in Latina/o idioms and customs. It is proving a successful strategy as a 

majority of Latina/o Muslims reversion narratives (55%) included a reference to the 

influence of Latina/o specific da’wa, whether it be “outreach through a Latina/o 

                                                 
53 Kerr, 156.  
54 Daniel Abdullah Hernandez and Mujahid Fletcher shared with me the fact that they regularly engage 

in outreach to Latina/os in foreign countries. Each imam spends two-four weeks a year on short-term 

mission trips to support masjids in these countries, to train da’is there, or to preach in “revival-style” 

meetings that call Latina/os to Islam. Hernandez also raises funds and support for an Islamic Learning 

Center he helped launch in Moca, Puerto Rico.  
55 See Ken Chitwood, “Targeted Islamic outreach to Hispanics achieving results,” Religion News 

Service, February 28, 2014.  
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specific organization” or “informative literature in Spanish.” Certainly, Latina/o 

specific da’wa is not only inventive, but lucrative.  

  

Not only does da’wa bring new converts into the fold of Latina/o Islam in the U.S., 

but it helps shape the community. Kerr commented that da’wa brings about “‘a new 

Muslim self-definition,” and allows Muslims, “to integrate different ethnic and social 

as well as religious groups under the aegis of the central institution, and to produce 

the ideological and theological prerequisite for the unity of Muslims and for Islamic 

brotherhood, the umma.’”56 Thus, Latina/o specific da’wa efforts are not only 

transforming the Muslim umma by introducing more Latina/os into the mix, but are 

re-shaping and reforming the umma from the outside-in. Shaikh alluded to this 

situation in his own presentation about Latina/o Muslims in Los Angeles.57 Through 

their missionary efforts, Latina/o Muslims organizations and individuals are giving 

Islam a decidedly Spanish accent and producing new ideological and theological 

realities as they incorporate their ethnic identity into what it means to be Muslim. 

 

More Mystical Motivations 

  

However, there are some outliers who discover the truth of Islam through more 

esoteric means. While not the majority, some Latina/o Muslims convert because of 

mystical experiences. Rumors reverberate in masjids, Latina/o Muslim organizations, 

and websites that some converts came to faith through dreams or transcendental 

occurrences. I only found two concrete narratives that alluded to such an episode and 

more than once was discouraged from making much of this condition for reversion. 

While Ricardo “Rashid” Peña had experienced the common theological crisis of other 

Latina/o Roman Catholics and become frustrated with what he “perceived as 

                                                 
56 Kerr, 160.  
57 Munir Shaikh, “Latino Muslims of Los Angeles: Navigating, Memory, Identity, and Family,” The 

Institute for Signifying Scriptures: Excavating Discourse and Power (Claremont, CA: Claremont 

Graduate University, 2010).  
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contradictions in the Catholic Church,” subsequently studied other religions to find 

spiritual truth, and discussed Islam with a friend before he converted, his brother-in-

law Victor Figueroa, came to convert because of a dream.58 He said, “‘Allah spoke to 

me and told me I have to change,’ Figueroa said, choking with emotion.”59 Ericka 

Espinoza said that while her interest was sparked by 9/11 and a visit to a Ramadan 

outreach event, before fully embracing Islam, she “had the same dream three times.”60 

In it she describes how she was in Mecca, wearing a hijab, and that she felt close to 

her other Muslim sisters there. Soon after she converted to Islam.61 If the anecdotal 

accounts and hear say online hold true, then other Latina/os come to Islam in the same 

way. This is fascinating for two reasons. First, it mirrors the reports of many 

missionaries and Christian converts in the Middle East who also claim that dreams are 

playing a significant role in Muslims switching to Christianity.62 Furthermore, there is 

evidence that dreams have frequently played a role in conversions throughout history, 

including the mass conversion of Anglo-Saxons to Christianity in the 7th-century.63 

Whether or not dreams are playing such a significant role in the reversion of Latina/o 

Muslims in the United States is a matter for further scholarly ethnographic research.  

 

Conclusions and Areas for Further Research 

  

This paper endeavored to map the contours of the reversion of Latina/o Muslims in 

the U.S. To do so, Latina/o Muslims reversion narratives sourced from interviews, 

articles, previous research, and media sites were analyzed and supplemented by a 

limited survey of Latina/o Muslims and participant-observation at local masjids in the 

                                                 
58 Teresa Puente, “Latino Muslims balance two cultures,” The Chicago Tribune, December 22, 2001.  
59 Ibid.  
60 Ira J. Hadnot, “Muslims make effort to welcome Hispanic ‘reverts,’” Dallas Morning News, October 

25, 2003.  
61 Ibid. 
62 Billy Hallowell, “Is Jesus Christ Reaching out to Muslims Through Their Dreams?” The Blaze, July 

5, 2012. Accessed on May 5, 2014. http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2012/07/05/is-jesus-christ-
reaching-out-to-muslims-through-their-dreams/#. 
63 Patricia M. Davis, “Dreams and Visions in the Anglo-Saxon Conversion to Christianity,” Dreaming: 

Journal of the Association for the Study of Dreams, 15, no. 2, (June 2005): 75-88. 

http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2012/07/05/is-jesus-christ-reaching-out-to-muslims-through-their-dreams/
http://www.theblaze.com/stories/2012/07/05/is-jesus-christ-reaching-out-to-muslims-through-their-dreams/
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Houston, Los Angeles, and Newark metro areas. The results of this study were broad 

and decidedly so. As such, it provides a helpful, and fairly comprehensive, picture of 

the Latina/o Muslim community, while also providing helpful insights to researchers 

in other fields. Understanding how Latina/o Muslims construct their identity along the 

lines of an “imagined diaspora” in al-Andalus expands on culture studies of ethnic 

identity construction in a global age that is not determined by any one source, but a 

bricolage of the imagination. This touches on broader themes of hybridity and 

mélange. The role of new media provides entry into the world of digital humanities 

scholarship and the exploration of communities via online and digital ethnography. 

Apperceiving the historical development of the Latina/o Muslim community 

reenforces the trend in understanding historical antecedents and continuity in 

seemingly “new” trends and not just the supposed rupture of such observed 

phenomena. 

  

Of course, to be more cognizant, and fine-tuned, in researching Latina/o Muslims, 

researchers have to ask the right questions in a community that is still growing, 

emerging, and solidifying itself. Specific areas for further research include: 

investigations of specific Latina/o influence on Islamic doctrine and practice in the 

U.S.; the interaction of multi-cultural cohorts in local masjids, focusing specifically 

on the Latina/o Muslim subgroups present; the accents and considerable transnational 

reach of Latina/o Islamic da’wa; an in-depth and widespread research study to 

discover specific demographics; further exploration of generational differences among 

Latina/o Muslims; the impact of post-colonial sentiment on Islamic expression in 

Latin America; whether Muslims who immigrate/emigrate to/from Latin American 

countries can be counted among the Latina/o Muslim community and what their 

particular role/place/manifestation is in the wider Latina/o Muslim umma. The above 

exploration of reversion pathways and subsequent elements of community cohesion, 
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gleaned from narrative research, supplemental participant-observer study, and survey 

data, provides a firm, and comprehensive, foundation for this further research.  

  

Certainly, there is more left to discover about the nuances of this community’s 

narrative and how they fit into the global Muslim picture. What this study provides is 

a viewpoint through which to better understand the shifting Latina/o religion 

landscape and concomitantly the convergence and impacts of globalization and 

transnational religious phenomena on 21st-century Islam. Just 100 years ago the 

Latina/o Muslim community in the U.S. scantly existed, if it was present at all. Today, 

Latina/o Muslims have the opportunity to shape Islam in the U.S., in Latin America, 

and across the globe with their particular accent on its theology, practice, and 

expansion and via the various media of global communication and contact between 

multiple cultures and communities.  
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Ummah; Division Over Unification 

 

As Douglas Pratt notes “true representation” has always been a major issue in Islam 

as it has been the case with its sister religions of Christianity and Judaism.64 Usually 

believers see their own understanding of the religion as the authentic and pure one. 

Muslims are no exception in this regard. In today’s Islamic world different 

perspectives are competing to gain legitimacy and leadership to guide the direction of 

the Muslim community.65 Sufi movements see their version of Islam as the cure for 

the lustful and violent environment destroying human qualities and are seeking to 

revive their tariqas. Rationalist reform movements seek to purify the faith from 

customs of pre-modern societies and match it with the current conditions and needs of 

human society. Finally, legalist Islamists are seeking to establish the Islamic state 

based on a highly idealised abstract conceptualisation of the Sharia. Needless to say, 

each movement sees itself as the true Islam and invites people to its way. While these 

perspectives significantly disagree on what the true Islam is, all of them share one 

position and that is the claim to be the true representative of a single and united entity 

known as Ummah or Islamic community and, consequently, demanding unconditional 

loyalty from all Muslims as members of this community.  

 

The competition over representing Ummah is so intense that it is shaping not only 

current trends but also the future of the Islamic world. For some the ongoing bloody 

                                                 
64 Pratt, The Challenge of Islam (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005), p. 3. 
65 Muqtedar Khan, Washington Report on Middle East Affairs. April 2001, Vol. 20 Issue 3, p. 82.  
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clashes among Muslims is a reflection of this competition.66 As such the ongoing 

unrest is an internal challenge among different communities of Muslims with their 

differing interpretations of Islam and their struggle to win the battle of representation 

against their rivals which are seen as existential threats by one another. As such, 

intensive competition among the main variants of Islam is a side product of their 

attempt to build their Ummah as the ‘ideal society’.  

 

Ummah: Definition and Definitional Elements 

 

The word ‘Ummah’ in Arabic simply means ‘the people’ and, in more modern usage, 

it is synonymous with the term ‘nation’. The United Nations, for example, in Arabic is 

called al-umam (sing. Ummah) al-mutahida. In the Qur’an, the Ummah primarily is a 

neutral term and refers to a group that shares an element such as common ancestry, 

geography, history or religious beliefs. When Ummah is used in a positive manner in 

the Qur’an it means the “community of virtues”.67 All those who are bound by virtue 

consist one community or “Ummah”.68 As such, in the Quranic literature, ‘Ummah’ 

does not necessarily refer solely to Muslims. For Ummah to exclusively mean ‘the 

Community of Muslims’ it needs to be accompanied by the word ‘Islamic’, such as 

al-ummah al-islamiyyah. Today, ‘Ummah’ is commonly used to mean the collective 

community of Islamic peoples and, as such, makes reference to a supra-national 

community with a common religion. The problem emerges when Ummah, in such a 

broad sense, combines several elements together, especially when it refers to 

simultaneous religious and political aspects which results in it then being used to 

mean the concept of a ‘Commonwealth of the Believers’. Defined this way, ‘Ummah’ 

not only separates Muslims from others and puts all Muslims under the one umbrella 

of identity, regardless of the context in which they live; but it also privileges them 

                                                 
66 Ibid.  
67 ‘You are the best nation brought out for Mankind, enjoining what is righteous and forbidding what is 

wrong ...’ (Q.3:110) 
68‘Indeed this, your religion, is one religion, and I am your Lord, so worship Me’. (Q.21:92) 
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over others in all aspects including politically. The combined religio-political identity 

of ‘Ummah’ is a recent phenomenon while in the past it had only one single element 

of religion or politics involved each time. The term ‘Ummah’ in traditional Islamic 

literature has a history of usage as pointing both to a religious community as well as a 

political community. In its political meaning, ‘Ummah’ was initially introduced to 

replace the tribal community based on blood-relational ties. In its religious usage the 

Qur’an uses the term ‘Ummah’ to point to the “community of virtues”.69 The 

combined religio-political Ummah as a force of ‘otherization’, dividing people into 

‘us’ vs. ‘them’, is a re-introduction of pre-Islamic tribalism or, as Farah calls it, 

“chauvinistic clannishness”70 which he considers goes against the very basic teachings 

of Islam. 

 

In its political meaning, as Montgomery Watt notes, to the first Muslims ‘Ummah’ 

simply marked a community of a variety of people and beliefs who vowed to 

recognize the same non-tribal centre of authority.71 It was the Constitution of Medina, 

a document created by the Prophet of Islam in consultation with non-Muslim tribal 

leaders to regulate social and political life in the city-state of Medina, which 

introduced ‘Ummah’ as an institution above tribal affiliations.72  Ummah, as a supra-

tribal entity, had a purely secular meaning that conveyed that people, (derived from 

different faiths and tribal affiliations) were committed to each other through a desire 

to defend the common good of society.73 As such, Ummah was quite similar to the 

modern concept of statehood. The Qur’an, in its turn, recognises the secular identity 

of Ummah and wants Muslims of the city-state of Medina to remain uninvolved in the 

affairs of other Muslims (outside the domain of the Ummah) and to not take their side 

                                                 
69 Q.2:128. 
70 Caesar E. Farah, Islam (London: Barron, 2003), p. 132. 
71See: Montgomery W. Watt, Muhammad at Medina (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981). 
72 See: John L. Esposito, Ummah, the Islamic World: Past and Present (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2004). 
73 See: Francis E. Peters and John L. Esposito, The children of Abraham: Judaism, Christianity, Islam 

(Princeton University Pres, 2006). 
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against those non-Muslim tribes who had a peace treaty with Medina. The city-state 

was primarily responsible for the interests and security of its own members or Ummah 

as required by a secular statehood: 

… those who believed but did not emigrate [to Medina] for you there is no 

guardianship of them until they emigrate. And if they seek help of you when 

they are attacked because of their religion, then you should help74, except 

against a people between yourselves and whom is a treaty. And Allah is Seeing 

of what you do.75  

 

On the other hand, it was the responsibility of both Muslim and non-Muslim people of 

the Medina city-state (the urban and surrounding areas) to protect the city state and 

Muslims in other parts of Arabia had no responsibility in this regard, the Qur’an 

notes.76 As such, it could be said that from the Quranic perspective, arguably, 

‘Ummah’ and ‘citizenship’ are politically the same. Therefore, the concept of Ummah 

cannot be used to weaken the deep bonds of solidarity between Muslims and their 

Western societies of citizenship. According to the Qur’an, even if the basic rights of 

Muslims are not recognised and respected by the host society, the only option 

available for oppressed Muslims is to immigrate to a place where such freedoms are 

met.77 As such, violating citizenship requirements and laws is not an option in any 

circumstances whatsoever, as the above verses indicate.  

 

Ummah in its political sense is a minimal concept. Every society in which Muslims 

have freedom to practice the five pillars of their religion, namely disclosure of being a 

Muslim (shahada), daily prayers, fasting, pilgrimage and alms giving, politically 

                                                 
74 Helping oppressed people, in case they requested for it, was a moral duty of the city-state and they 

were not only oppressed Muslims who exclusively deserved such help. Non-Muslim oppressed people 

were also supposed to receive support from the city-state if they asked for it: 

And what is [the matter] with you that you fight not in the cause of Allah and [for] the oppressed 

among men, women, and children who say, "Our Lord, take us out of this city of oppressive people and 

appoint for us from Yourself a protector and appoint for us from Yourself a helper?" (Q.4:75) 
75 Q.8:72. 
76 Q.9:120. 
77 Q.8:72. 
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speaking, it is an ‘Ummah’ for the Muslims living there and they must abide by its 

rules and regulations78 and if they fail to do so it means they have breached their 

contract (of citizenship in this case) and according to the Qur’an have committed a 

great sin.79 On the other hand, as citizens of their societies, the Qur’an encourages 

Muslims to show ‘birr’, or the highest level of good-will/love, the same that a good 

believer is supposed to show to his/her parents80, to non-Muslims members of the 

society. This is provided the non-Muslims do not force Muslims to leave their religion 

and do not expel Muslims from their homes.81 It could be said that every non-

oppressive society is an ‘Ummah’ for the Muslims living there, and Muslims should 

not only abide by its requirements but should be the kindest to all of its members 

regardless of their differences, as sura 19:14 indicates.  

 

Ummah and Excessive Tribalism or Jahiliyya 

 

While Ummah, in both its pure religious sense, as the ‘community of virtues’, or in its 

pure political sense, as ‘secular statehood’, is compatible with Islamic teachings, 

Ummah as amalgamation of politics and religion manifested as ‘Commonwealth of 

the Believers’ is a re-introduction of the unfavourable pre-Islamic excessive tribalism 

which is at fundamental odds with the message of Islam. It was the excessive 

tribalism which created such decadence in pre-Islamic Arabia that prevented any 

reform and necessitated, in the end, a fundamental social revolution represented by 

the Islamic faith. There is no reason, today, if Muslims repeat the same pattern of their 

pre-Islamic ancestors and resort to blind group loyalty, they should expect anything 

but decadence and backwardness. It does not matter if such excessiveness is 

undertaken in the name of traditional tribe or other communal identity manifested as 

                                                 
78 Q.5:1, Q.3:76, Q.23:8 and Q.70:32. 
79 Q.17:34. 
80 Q.19:14. 
81 Allah does not forbid you from those who do not fight you because of religion and do not expel you 

from your homes - from being righteous toward them and acting justly toward them. Indeed, Allah 

loves those who act justly. (Q.60:8) 
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‘Ummah’. Contrary to popular portrayals of pre-Islamic Arabia, it was not a lack of 

any virtues that led to the decadence of the pre-Islamic society of Arabia. However, as 

Izutsu observes, it was actually selectivity, exclusivity, and excessiveness blind and 

chauvinistic tribalism which nurtured that decadence, and not absolute lack of virtues 

as such.82  

 

We know that the pre-Islamic era of Arabia is called ‘jahiliyya’ which in English is 

usually translated the ‘Age of Ignorance’. This supposes jahl is opposite to ilm, or 

knowledge. However in Arabic jahl is against hilm which means ‘the moral 

reasonableness of a civilized man’.83 As such it is more accurate to call jahiliyya the 

‘Age of Excessiveness’. Excessiveness not only in negative things such as fighting, 

seeking revenge, drinking wine, violating sexual rules and so on, but also in positive 

things such as (extreme) generosity and trustworthiness.84 Then jahl means 

‘excessiveness and discord’ as opposite to hilm or ‘balance, self-control, patience and 

reasonableness’ and not ‘ignorance’ as opposite to ‘knowledge’.85 For Islam the pre-

Islamic era of Arabia is a time of disorder and discord in which even virtues are not in 

their right place. Then term jahiliyya does not mean that there were no moral rules in 

that era but it means such rules were not inclusive and balanced. They were not 

inclusive because they only included fellow-tribesmen and, at the same time, excluded 

all people outside the domain of one’s tribe. They were not balanced because they 

used to go to such an extreme that turned them against the fundamental moral goals 

which they were supposed to follow. Generosity in the pre-Islamic traditions of the 

Arabs had tended to thoughtless, lavish, boastful, and wasteful excessive charity 

which could reduce an individual and his family to misery and penury. Bravery had 

lost its balance as a defensive weapon and was understood as an aggressive belligerent 

                                                 
82 Toshihiko Izutsu, Ethico-religious Concepts in the Quran (McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2002), 

pp. 28, 31. 
83 Ibid. 
84 W. Shepard, Introducing Islam (London: Routledge, 2014), p. 33. 
85 Ibid, p. 34. 
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approach to life summarised in the expression “he who wrongs not others will himself 

be wronged”.86 Among the pagan Arabs, the virtue of courage and bravery was no 

better than cruelty and inhumane ferocity in tribal feuds.87 Like many other virtues, 

loyalty or trustworthiness – as another example which is more related to our 

discussion here – for pagan Arabs was largely a matter of kinship by blood. While one 

might have endangered his life to serve his co-tribesmen he would not recognize any 

rights for those outside the domain of his tribe. For pre-Islamic Arabs all virtues were 

imbued with blind and excessive ‘group loyalty’ which served a small group of 

kinsmen and would act as a threat towards the wider society. 

 

Islam, from the very beginning, defined itself as a moral reformation movement 

opposing jahiliyya and replacing it with principles arising from spirit of hilm.88 ‘Hilm’ 

in its broadest meaning is the axis of all moral life while ‘jahl’ is a fierce passionate 

nature which tends to get stirred up on the slightest provocation and which may drive 

a man to all sorts of recklessness.89 In the pre-Islamic tribal culture of Arabia, while 

anyone outside the domain of the tribe lacked any rights and protection, kinsmen not 

only enjoyed full protection but deserved excessive sacrifice. Unfair treatment of 

‘others’, including ‘blind revenge’, was the product of such biased kinship.90 Pre-

Islamic Arab blood-kinship promoted a selfish attitude which demanded good only for 

one’s own tribesmen.91 According to jahili culture befriending members of other 

tribes, whom they looked upon as inferiors, was considered as beneath dignity.92 This 

harsh inequality and excessive selfishness had torn Arabia apart. Islam’s revolutionary 

concept of tawhid suggested an equal position of all humans to the creator and tried to 

                                                 
86 Armstrong, Muhammad, (Victor Gollancz Ltd, 1991), p.84. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Izutsu, Ethico-religious Concepts in the Quran, pp. 29-30. 
89 Ibid., p. 35. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Farah, Islam, p. 132. 
92 Ibid. 
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change the worldview of Arabs of the time. According to the tawhidi worldview the 

only factor for making one a nobler person was his/her good deeds: 

O mankind! Lo! We have created you male and female, and have made you 

nations and tribes that ye may know one another. Lo! the noblest of you, in the 

sight of Allah, is the best in conduct.93 

 

Islam tried to put the previously mentioned imbalanced virtues on a wider basis, 

transforming them into supra-tribal virtues but it was not an easy job because it was 

challenged by the well-established and dominant customs of the time.94 The Arabs 

were bound by tradition. Whatever was customary was right and proper; whatever the 

forefathers had done deserved to be imitated. As for early Islam, it was not the 

mission and priority of this religion to fight the customs of the time. Scholars believe 

that many of the legal codes in the Qur’an are actually established customs of the 

people of Arabia of that time.95 The fundamental mission of the Prophet was to 

redirect people’s attention to belief in unseen.96 Of course, some customs which had 

lost their relevance needed to be replaced, but generally speaking (as long as 

established customs were not relatively unjust) the Prophet was not distracted by such 

details. Despite all prudence of the Prophet of Islam to avoid any unnecessary clash 

with the ruling customs of the people (as long as such customs met the minimum 

requirements of justice and fairness), one part of the pre-Islamic Arabs’ culture that 

was not tolerated by the new faith was the issue of excessiveness or jahiliyya, as such. 

Islam not only rejected ‘excessiveness’ but defined itself as opposite to it, especially 

excessive tribalism.  

 

 

 

                                                 
93 Q.49:13 
94 Farah, Islam, pp. 86-88. 
95 Farah, Islam, pp. 158-160. 
96 Q.2:3. 
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Ummah as a Non-Genetic Global Tribe 

 

Although the Prophet of Islam was to a great extent successful in marginalising 

‘excessiveness’ and replacing it with the culture of egalitarianism and forbearance97 

with the demise of the Prophet some of the abandoned pre-Islamic cultural habits 

started reasserting themselves.98 Tribalism, although not at the same excessive scale 

of the pre-Islamic era, was one of the first such habits of excessiveness which 

exploited the vacuum that emerged after demise of the Prophet. The Qureshi (people 

of the tribe of Quraysh), to whom the Prophet belonged (and were among the most 

stubborn enemies of Islam), claimed an exclusive right to govern the Islamic lands 

after the Prophet. In consequence, all other Arab tribes turned against their rule. This 

led to the intensive civil war, famous as the ‘battles of the apostates’. The settlement 

of internal Arab battles was very soon followed by the Arabism of dividing Muslims 

into Arabs and non-Arabs, and considering the latter group as second class or 

‘mawali’. Although non-Arab Muslim mawalis experienced a successful popular 

revolution against the Arabism of the Umayyads and replaced them with Abbasids, 

this culture of tribalism did not fade away and indeed proliferated as a part of 

expansion of the Islamic rule in the newly opened lands. This return to the pre-Islamic 

culture of excessiveness and tribalism was seen as a great danger by the Qur’an and 

the believers were warned against it,99 but it seems such warnings did not find proper 

attention and what happened after the demise of the Prophet showed the seriousness 

of such a situation. 

 

Today we are facing a new kind of tribalism among some Muslims which although, 

unlike the traditional one, it is not based on blood kinship any more but is still highly 

‘identity oriented’ just as traditional tribalism was. While traditional tribalism was 

                                                 
97 Farah, Islam, p. 58. 
98  Schacht, Islamic law, p. 7. 
99 … Muhammad is not but a messenger like other messengers who have passed on before him. So if he 

was to die or be killed, would you turn back on your heels [to you old habits]? And he who turns back 

on his heels will never harm Allah at all; but Allah will reward the grateful. (Q.3:144) 
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based on real and positive shared blood-kinship, the new tribalism is based on 

negative shared threat or perceived threat toward perceived common identity. What is 

promoted by the term ‘Ummah’ by some extremists, in my opinion, is a threat-based 

‘tribe-making’ concept. As such, any action that could be interpreted as a common 

threat can draw the diverse elements of this giant tribe closer together. Extremists see 

the whole Islamic Ummah as their tribe and see themselves as self-proclaimed 

guardians of that tribe. The following statements released by some of the most well-

known Muslim extremists illustrates such a view. Osama Bin Laden, when speaking 

the language of revenge, looks quite similar to the pre-Islamic tribesmen who acted 

violently to defend the tribe’s honour: “…Our religion is under attack. They kill and 

murder our brothers. They compromise our honour and our dignity …”100 Muhammed 

Siddique Khan, leader of the 7 July 2005 suicide terrorist bombers in London, left 

behind an explanation as to why he and his three friends executed a series of suicide 

bombings that killed themselves and 52 other people. He used the same language as 

Bin Laden and justified killing innocent people as an act of revenge which is quite 

popular in tribal culture:  

Your democratically elected governments continuously perpetuate 

atrocities against my people all over the world. And your support of 

them makes you directly responsible… Until we feel security, you 

will be our targets. And until you stop the bombing, gassing, 

imprisonment and torture of my people we will not stop this fight 

…101 

The expression of ‘our people’, repeated in different ways by both Bin Laden 

and Siddique Khan in their statements, is quite familiar for a tribesman. They 

                                                 
100 John L. Esposito, unholy war: Terror in the name of Islam (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), 

p. 24. 
101 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/4206800.stm 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/4206800.stm
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see the world consisting of big tribes and they are ready to do whatever it takes 

to protect theirs. As such the nature of their violence, as they themselves have 

clearly asserted, is only concerned with maximizing the pain and discomfort of 

ordinary civilians (of other tribes) and demonstrates the central role of 

vengeance as chauvinistic culture of tribalism in the same way that we learnt 

about excessive tribalism of the pre-Islamic Arabia. This division of the world 

into warring tribes not only affects Western (and more specifically liberal) 

citizenship but also rejects concept of citizenship in the Muslim majority 

countries as well. The only difference between the Muslim majority countries 

and the Western world in this regard is that extremists, as Pratt notes, have a 

dualistic approach toward defining themselves when it comes to their stand 

toward the Islamic world. This dualistic approach requires a combination of 

“ideological exclusivism” and “inclusivist polity”.102  While they see the whole 

Islamic world as their realm of domain they consider only like-minded 

extremists of their own group as true Muslims and therefore members of the 

‘puritanical tribe’ who deserves the highest sacrifices. Then while they react to 

any incident happening in any corner of the Islamic world and justify their 

unprecedented violence as reaction to it, they kill other Muslims at the same 

time for not being “Muslim enough” and therefore being outsiders. 

Conclusion 

 

‘Ummah’, in none of its two dominant definitions (either as ‘Community of virtues’, 

whose members do not cooperate but in promoting righteousness103, or a group of 

people from different races, faiths and social classes who are committed to each other 

through a desire to defend the common good of the society they live in, which is close 

                                                 
102 Douglas Pratt, “From religion to terrorism.” In Religion and terrorism, edited by V. Ward and R. 

Sherlock, (Lexington Books, 2014), p. 84. 
103 Q.5:2. 
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to the concept of modern ‘statehood’), contradicts Western liberal citizenship. The 

latter definition is actually very close or even equal to that of modern citizenship. As 

such any clash between the Ummah and modern citizenship is a return to the pre-

Islamic concept of excessive clannishness. Such a biased interpretation of Ummah is 

against the very essential message of Islam which rejects tribalism and forbids its 

followers from being unjust even to their enemy: 

… And do not let the hatred of a people for having obstructed you from al-

Masjid al-Haram lead you to transgress. And cooperate in righteousness and 

piety, but do not cooperate in sin and aggression. And fear Allah; indeed, Allah 

is severe in penalty.104 
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